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LECTURE FOUR
The Canon of the Old Testament
Introduction
In the earlier lectures, we made reference to the fact that the 39 books that make up our present Old Testament were regarded as authoritative by the Jews. In this lecture, we are going to examine the processes involved in the selection of the Old Testament books. We shall look into why and how these books were recognized as words of Yahweh.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture you should able to
1.	Account for the reasons, why we have 39 books in the Old Testament.
2.	To relate all that is involved in the process of canonization.

Pre-Test
1.	Discuss fully the meaning of the term 'Canon1?
2.	Were the Old Testament books recognized at once?

CONTENT
The Meaning of the Term 'Canon'
The term canon is etymologically understood to be derived from the Greek word ‘Kanon’ which means 'straight rod, straight edge, reed or ruler. With passage of time, the ‘Kanon’ assumed a new meaning, especially, in relation to literature. Among the ancient Greeks, the term ‘Kanon’ has come to mean those writings, which conform to the rule or standard of divine inspiration and authority.
In the light of the submission above, Old Testament canon can be understood to mean those books the Jews (or Israelite) regarded as meeting the standard of divine inspiration and authority. Under the canon of the Old Testament the history of the processes involved in the acceptance of the books are given a closer examination. Also to be treated are the reasons why some books were accepted and why other books called Apocrypha were not accepted into the canon. The Roman Catholic Church however considers these (Apocrypha equal authority with the rest).
In our studies of the Old Testament canon, some questions will definitely come to mind. What makes a book canonical? When were the various books comprising the Old Testament considered or accepted as canonical? You should know that uniform answers to these questions may however be difficult to find. This is because much of this process took place in the distant past for which historical evidence is very scanty.

Process of Old Testament Canonization
As earlier observed there are scanty information on Old Testament canonization. However, whichever view one takes on the canonicity of the Old Testament, one thing is evident. This is the fact that the books of the Old Testament were not accepted as authoritative in a day or a year. It was a process that spanned even centuries. The process was complex, and scholars today disagree on details of just how and when it happened. I can only give a very general overview of the process here.
The first set of the book to be accepted as being inspired divinely and authoritative are the Pentateuch. The Pentateuch are the first five books of the bible. There are two evidences to support the fact that by 400 B.C., the Israelite had recognized the canonical status of the Pentateuch. The first had to do with Ezra. In 486 with the emergence of the Persian Empire, they were returned to their land. Sometime around 428 B.C., the priest Ezra arrived in Jerusalem with a book of law that seems to correspond to our present Pentateuch. The contents of this book were proclaimed among the Jewish people, they were accepted as authoritative. They also became the basis for a religious revival and the reconstruction of the community's life and faith. This was possible because the people recognized the Laws Ezra read as authoritative (Nehemiah 8: 1-18), Also the Torah (Pentateuch) was the basis of Josiah's reforms in 621 (I Kings 22:1-20). This shows that even at the time of Josiah the first five books of the Old Testament have been recognized.
The second evidence has to do with the Samaritan text. The Samaritans came about because of intermarriage between Jews and Assyrians following the fall of Northern Kingdom of Israel in 722 B.C. There was a serious enmity between the Jews, who regarded themselves as pure-blooded Israelites. Inspite of the hostility and enmity between the Jews and Samaritans, the latter still held on to the Torah as authoritative. If this document was not recognized as authoritative, the Samaritans would have long denied it.
The second category of books that were given canonical status are the book of the prophets. These books include all the books of the prophets and the historical books, from Joshua-Nehemiah. When the prophets delivered their oracles (sermons), majority of the populace did not take them serious. However, there are groups that support the prophets. These groups collected, and edited the sayings of the prophets. When the people were taken to exile, they realized the importance of the works of the prophets. After the return from exile, prophetic activities waned. The works of the prophets were therefore given much recognition. By about 200 B.C. the books of the prophets was considered canonical.
The third section of the writings which contained books from the book of Job-Song of Songs, were the last set to be accorded canonical status. In the New Testament times, the third division of the Old Testament has taken shape. Luke 24:44 speaks of “the law of Moses, and the prophets, and the Psalms”. This reference implies collection already well established. This third section seems to have been widely accepted by the end of the first century A.D.
References are often made to the council of Jamnia in some works. It was the opinion of some scholars that it is at this council that the Old Testament assumed its final fixed form. The council was said to meet in 90 A.D., be responsible for closing the Old Testament canon by fixing it limits. There are however, no valid historical evidence to back up this claim. The observation of Harrison is very instructive here, when he writes that "if it is questionable as to how far one can speak correctly of the council of Jamnia, it is even more doubtful if the participants in the discussions were actually concerned with the problem as to whether certain books should be included in the canon of the scripture or not". We can conclude here that canonical authority actually came in the freedom of the Jewish community as a whole, rather than being imposed on that community by some hierarchy of religious leaders.
You should note here that some books are initially rejected in the process of Old Testament canonization. We shall discuss this fully in the lecture. Also to be discussed are the possible criteria used in determining which book will canonized or not. We can conclude here that the canonical authority a dually came in the freedom of the Jewish community as a whole, rather than being imposed on that community by some hierarchy of religions leaders.
Factors Determining Need of Old Testament Canon
1.	The Jewish sacrificial system ended with the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in 70 A.D. The Jews were scattered and they needed to determine which book was the authoritative word of God because of the many extra-scriptural writings in circulation. This therefore was one of the reasons for the emergence of Old Testament Canon
2.	When Christianity started to blossom, many Christians writings were circulated. The Jews needed to vividly expose them and exclude them from their writings and use in the synagogues (the worship centres). Hence the need to have books recognized as authoritative word of God.

1.	The word 'Canon' originally means ruler, straight edge or ruler.   But when applied to literature it connotes books that have divine inspiration and authority.
2.	The canon of the Old Testament referred to books divinely inspired and accepted as authoritative by the Jews.
3.	The canonization of the Old Testament was a process that spanned centuries.
4.	The Torah (Pentateuch) was the first to be recognized, followed by the prophets and the writings.
5.	The council of Jamnia may not be the one that fixes the limits of Old Testament canons.

Summary












Post-Test
1.	Define the term "canon' in relation to the Old Testament?
2.	Identify the stages of canonization of Old Testament Books
3.	Why do you think it is difficult for us to speak with certainty on Old Testament canonization?
References
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LECTURE FIVE
Antilegomena/Apocrypha/Pseudepigrapha and Test of Old Testament Canonicity
Introduction
In the process of Old Testament canonicity, some books were initially rejected; before they were finally accepted. On the other hand some books were out rightly rejected. They were not included in the canon of the Old Testament. Besides, what are the likely criteria used in determining which book is included in the canon of the Old Testament? These are some of the issues that shall be addressed in this lecture.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture, students should be able to
1.	Identify the books classified as antilegomena and apocrypha.
2.	Identify the different criteria suggested for Old Testament canonicity and their weakness.
3.	Discuss the role of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament canonization?

CONTENT
The Antilegomena
In the process of Old Testament canonization some books were initially rejected. The books in Old Testament canonical studies are referred to as Antilegomena (from the Greek "to speak against"). Different reasons were given for the initial rejection of these books. The books classified Antilegomena are the books of Esther, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon and Ezekiel. The reasons for their initial rejection would be examined below.

1.	The book of Esther: The objection was that the name of God did not appear in it. From the beginning to the end of the book, the name of God was not mentioned once. This must have informed the initial rejection of the book. The people reason that it might be ridiculous to regard a book that did not mention the name of God, authoritative. However, at a closer examination of the Book, the unavoidable manifestations of divine providence working through every circumstance to deliver the Jewish race from the greatest threat to its existence ever faced in history can be seen.
2.	Proverbs: The objection to the book of Proverbs centred on a few rather apparently contradictory precepts. For example, "Answer not a fool according to his folly...Answer a fool according to her folly". This statement definitely reasoned that it is the circumstance that determines one's response to a fool.   When you are in the midst of fools, it is futile responding to a fool, the difference will not be evident.   But when you are in the midst of the wise, if you respond to a fool, the difference will be clear.   This was probably what the people realized and the book was finally included in the canon of the Old Testament.
3.	Ecclesiastes: The criticism of Ecclesiastes was based upon its alleged pessimism, Epicureanism, and denial of the life to come. The author appears to see life as a hopeless enterprise "so I hated life, because the work that is done under the sun was grievous to me. All of it is meaningless, a chasing after the wind" (Ecclesiastes 2:17, 9:1-6).   Since living is hopeless, he advocated pleasure and irresponsible living (Eccl. 9:7-10). However, thoughtful students   of the book came to the conclusion that none of these charges were intended when the work was interpreted in the light of the author's special technique and purpose. The author employed a literary device that brought to the fore the main message of the book. This is found in Ecclesiastes 12:13-14:
Now all has been heard, here is the conclusion of the mailer; fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duly of man. For God will bring every deed into judgment, including every hidden thing; whether it is good or evil.

From this passage, it is evident that the writer is not calling on his audience to live irresponsibly. All actions and inactions will be judged. A realization of this will temper people's excesses.
4.	Song of Solomon:   The reason for the initial rejection of the canticles was based on passages in which it speaks of physical attractiveness in bold and enthusiastic imagery bordering on the erotic. References to breast, eyebrow, hair and other sensitive areas are many in the book. Some of the Rabbis rejected the book because of this.   Their action is understandable, because some of them were ascetics who denied bodily pleasure. The book was however accorded canonical status, because the Rabbi discovered later that it was not just about a filial relationship between a man and a lady, but describing the relationship between Yahweh and Israel.
5.	Ezekiel: The book of Ezekiel was initially rejected, because of the Temple vision in Ezekiel chapter 40-47 (take time to check through these chapters). In the vision, Yahweh revealed to Ezekiel a Temple. However, the structure of Ezekiel's temple is different from the one at Jerusalem. His book was initially rejected on the basis of this. The book was however included in the Old Testament canon, because the people reasoned that the vision of Ezekiel will be fulfilled in the future.

The Apocrypha
The apocrypha are the set of books that were outrightly rejected in the process of Old Testament canonization. The word apocrypha is from the Greek "apocryphos" which mean "hidden things". They are not for public use. Hence they were not regarded authoritative, because their teachings are not binding in issues relating to life and faith of the community. However, they could be read for edification. The Roman Catholic Church however, recognized the apocrypha. It came through the Latin translation known as vulgate, produced by Jerome in 382 A.D. The protestant however rejected apocrypha on the basis that they were not part of the Hebrew scripture. The following are the books in the category of the apocrypha:
a.	Maccabees
b.	Maccabees
c.	Esdras
d.	Esdras
e.	Wisdom of Jesus ban Sirach (aka Ecclesiastics)
f.	Judith
g.	Tobit
h.	Baruch, including letter of Jeremiah
i. 	Susanna
j.	Bel and the Dragon
k.	Song of the three Holy Children
1.	The Rest of Esther
m.	Prayer of Manassas
n.	Book of Wisdom or Wisdom of Solomon.


The Pseudepigrapha
The term pseudepigrapha in Greek language means “false writings”. It applies to some Jewish writings in circulation around the 200 B.C. to 200 A D. These writings were not part of the Old Testament or the Apocrypha. Some of pseudepigrapha are spurious and magical in character. For some time these writings were in use in some churches in the early period. The only value this book-offer is that they give some scanty historical information prominent among the pseudepigrapha are: The book of Enoch, Psalms of Solomon, Testament of the twelve Patriarchs, and Assumption of Moses.

Criteria used in Determining Old Testament Canonicity
The time gap between us and the ancient Israelites, made it difficult, if not totally impossible to know the criteria used in determining how the Old Testament "books were canonized. However, certain criteria, which are found inadequate, have been proposed in the recent past. These criteria are:
1.	Age: J. G. Eichorn (1780) considered age to be a criteria for canonicity. AH books believed to have been written after Malachi's times were excluded from consideration. The weakness of this theory is that it docs not account for the numerous older works like the book of Jasha (Joshua 10:13) and the book of the wars of Jehovah which were not included in the canon of the Old Testament.
2.	Hebrew Language: Some scholars believed all books written in Hebrew language are included in the canon of the Old Testament. But this does not explain why Ecclesiastic us, Tobit and I Maccabees were rejected even though they were composed in Hebrew language. 
3.	Conformity to Torah: Some scholars have suggested that any book, whose content conformed to the Torah, is included in the Old Testament canon. This test did not hold water because there are some books in the Old Testament that did not conform to the Torah. Yet they were included in the canon. For example, one may like to ask in what ways did the Song of Solomon conform to the Torah? But it made it into the canon of the Old Testament. In the light of this, conformity to the Torah cannot be a satisfactory criterion.
We may conclude here by saying that the only true criterion of the Old Testament canonicity is the testimony of the Holy Spirit to the authority of His own word. In his providence God brought it about that the people should recognize the words that are inspired. However, how this conviction was planted in their hearts with respect to the identity of His word, we may not be able to fully understand or explain.

Summary
In this lecture, you have learnt that the books that were initially rejected for one reasons or the other are classified as Antilegomena. While those that were not accorded recognition in the process of Old Testament canonicity were called the Apocrypha. The apocrypha are regarded as only good for reading, but not authoritative. Another category of the hooks rejected are the ones called Pseudepigrapha. The pseudepigrapha are spurious in character and of no value. Likely criteria were also examined and we came to conclusion that canonicity is divinely inspired and directed action














Post-Test
1.	Read Proverbs 26: 4-5, do you agree the passage you have just read is contradictory?
2.	Look for a Bible with apocrypha.  Read the wisdom of Sirach Ben Jesus and compare the content to the Book of proverbs
3.	Do you agree that the Holy Spirit has a role to play in Old Testament canonization?
4.	Identify the antilegomena and the reasons they were so labelled.
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LECTURE SIX
Old Testament Texts and other Ancient Versions
Introduction
In this lecture we are going to examine the different Hebrew texts and early translations.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture, you should be able to understand why reference is often made to two Hebrew canon and the influence of this on subsequent translations.

Pre-Test
1.	What is the difference between Palestinian and Alexandria Canon?
2.	Why do we have 24 books in the Hebrew Bible?
3.	Why do we have 39 books in the English version of the Old Testament?

CONTENT
The Hebrew Texts
The language in which most of the Old Testament was originally written is Hebrew. A small part of it however, was written in Aramaic, which was at a time the lingua franca in the ancient Near East. The Aramaic sections are: Genesis 31:14, Jeremiah 10:11, Ezra 4.8-6:18, 17: 12-26, and Daniel 2:4-7:28. .lust like most Semitic languages, Hebrew was written from right to left.
Now you are familiar with canon. You should know that reference is often made to two canon among the ancient Israelites. The first is the Palestinian canon and the second is the Alexandrian canon. The former was the text in use among the Israelites at home in Palestine. While the latter was the one in use among the Jews in the diaspora (that is Jews in other lands) especially in Alexandria in Egypt. From the 3rt century B.C. we had .a flourishing Jewish community in Alexandria in Egypt. You should remember that the Babylonians carried away the Israelites into exile in 586BC, they later returned, but some stayed in the land they were living.
The Palestinian canon has 24 books, however the Alexandrian canon, added the apocrypha (Go back to the lecture six and read about the apocrypha again). This is the only difference between the two. The books of the Hebrew canon were arranged in three groups. These are: the Torah (Law), The Nevi’im (Prophets) and the Kethu’bim (the writings). The abbreviation of these in Hebrew is known as TANAK:
Tanak
Torah				Nevi'im           Kethu'bim (writings)
Bereshith (Genesis) 		6. 	Joshua            		14.	Tehillim (Psalms)
Shemoth (Exodus) 		7. 	Shofetim         		15. 	Job (judges)
Wayiqra (Leviticus) 		8. 	Samuel           		16. 	Moshle Proverbs)
Bemidbar (Number) 		9.	Melakim (kings) 	17.	Ruth
Debarim (Deut.)		10. 	Isaiah	  		18.	Shir Hashi (Song of Songs)
11. 	Jeremiah		19. 	Qoheleth (Ecclesiastes)
12. 	Ezekiel			20.	Ekah (Lamentations)
13.	Tere Asar 		21.	Esther
(the twelve)  		22.	Daniel Joel
Hosea 			23.	Ezra-Nehemiah
Amos 			24. 	Dibre Hayamin (Chronicles)
Obadiah 
Johah 
Micah 
Nahum 
Habakkuk 
Zephaniah 
Haggai 
Zechariah 
Malachi
Septuagint
The Septuagint is the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible. It is also known as LXX (70). According to a legend, the translation of the Old Testament from Hebrew language to Greek was sponsored by the Government. This was during the reign of king Ptolemy Philadelphis of Egypt. The legend said that 72 learned Jews were brought in from Palestine and they were harboured on an Island. They were said to have completed the work error-free in 72 days. As you are aware, this story may not be true, that is why it is called a legend.
The fact is that the Septuagint was produced to meet the needs of a growing Jewish community in Egypt. Most of the Jews living outside Israel had lost a perfect knowledge of their language. Most of them especially the younger generation spoke the language of the place they were living. In Egypt at the time the Septuagint was produced. Greek was the lingus franca. Since most of the Israelite there understands the Greek, this called for an Old Testament in that language.
There is one thing you should know about the Septuagint. That is, there is no single Septuagint, but a collection of translations, whose translators varied greatly in practice and ability, knowledge of Hebrew, and style. The translation work was done over a very long period. The Torah (the first five books-Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy) was translated around 250 B.C., but the translation of the remaining books went as far as to the first century A.D. (A.I). 100).
As earlier observed in one of our lectures, the Septuagint included more books than were in the Palestinian canon. This was probably because most of the translations of the Septuagint were based on the Alexandrian canon. You should remember that we said that the Alexandrian canon included the apocrypha books. These apocrypha books are also found in the Septuagint.

Importance of the Septuagint
1.	You will recall that we talked about Textual criticism at the beginning of the lecture.  We said it is a discipline that attempts to restore the original word of the Old Testament text.    Since the autographs (the original writing) of the Old Testament are no longer available, the older available copies   are   compared.     The   older   manuscripts   (ancient   copies)  of Septuagint that  dates back to   150  BC  also  helped  in  the  task of reconstructing   the   text   of   the   Old   Testament   and   contemporary translations benefit from it.
2.	Septuagint was the Bible of the early Christians and most quotations found in the New Testament came from them.    Apart from this, the influence of the Septuagint can also be seen in subsequent translations to other languages.  For example, the names of many of the Old Testament books in our Bible came from the Septuagint  e.g. Genesis, Exodus. Deuteronomy.

The Targums (Aramaic)
You will recall that we said that the people of Judah (Israel) were taken captive to Babylon in 586 B.C. Then the language of the Babylonians, Aramaic, became the popular language. Just as English language today is one of the world's widely spoken languages. With time, Hebrew language ceased to be spoken, because Aramaic has became the common spoken language. However, the scriptures were read in Hebrew language. But the reading was supported in oral Aramaic so that the people will understand.
In other words, the Hebrew text was paraphrased in order to facilitate comprehension. Gradually these paraphrases were standardized. They were called “Targums” and were more of explanations than the Hebrew literal translations. From the first century A.D. The “Targums” were put into writing. Prominent ‘Targums’ are the Targum of Onkelos (the Torah) and the Targum of Jonathan (the Prophets).

Syriac
Syriac was the language spoken by the ancient people of Syria. When Christianity spread rapidly there around the first and second centuries A. D. the need for an Old Testament in Syriac was considered. After the I.XX (Septuagint), the most important translation to other languages remains the Syriac version. This translation was basically used by the Syrian Church. Since the ninth century A.D. it has been called the “peshitta”.
Just like the Septuagint, the Syriac version was produced by many people. Much is not known about the date of translation and the authors of the work. The oldest surviving manuscript of the peshitta dates from about 464 A.D. The Syriac version also has been very useful in contemporary Bible translations. Just like the Septuagint.

The Vulgate
Before the end of the second century A.D., many Latin translations of the Old Testament were in circulation. Latin was one of the principal languages of the Roman Empire. These early translations of the Old Testament into Latin are called the Old Latin version. The quality of these translations was very low. A lot of variants were discovered in the Latin translations in circulation.
In order to rectify the situation, the Pope Damascus commissioned, Jerome in 383 A*D., to revise the available Latin translations. The translation and revision done by Jerome is what is known as The Vulgate. Jerome depended heavily on the Hebrew text and the Septuagint. The use of the Septuagint by Jerome accounted for the inclusion of the apocrypha in The Vulgate. The Vulgate was however subsequently reviewed. It also became a principal text for the Catholic Church. This perhaps informed the inclusion of the apocrypha in the Roman Catholic Bible. However, in the 16th century A.D. during the Protestant reformation, most of the reformers did not include the apocrypha in their translations to different languages. See below the Roman Catholic and Protestant list of the Old Testament Books.

Roman Catholic 
Pentateuch			History			Poetry/wisdom
1.	Genesis		6.	Joshua			20. 	Job
2. 	Exodus		7. 	Judges			21. 	Psalms
3.  	Leviticus		8.   	Ruth			22.  	Proverbs
4.  	Numbers		9-10	I and II Samuel	23.  	Ecclesiastes
5.   	Deuteronomy		11-12 	I: II Kings		24. 	Song of Solomon
13-14	I: II Chronicles	25.	Wisdom of Solomon
15-16	Ezra and Nehemiah 	26.	Ecelesiasticus (wisdom of
17. 	Tobit                                                    	Ben Sirach)
18. 	Judith
19.  Esther including the rest of Esther
Prophets
27. 	Isaiah
28. 	Jeremiah
29.	Lamentations
30.  	Baruch including the letter of Jeremiah
31.  	Ezekiel
32.  	Daniel, including the rest of Daniel, Susanna, song of the Three Holy children Bel and the Dragon
33. 	Hosea
34. 	Joel
35.  	Amos
36. 	Obadiah
37. 	Jonah
38.  	Micah
39. 	Nahum
40. 	Habakkuk
41. 	Zephamah
42. 	Haggai
43. 	Zechariah
44.  	Malachi
45.  	I Maccabees
46.  	II Maccabees

Protestant
Pentateuch			History			Poetry/wisdom
1. 	Genesis		6.  	Joshua			18. 	Job
2.  	Exodus		7.  	Judges 			19.	Psalms
3.   	Leviticus		8. 	Ruth			20.	Proverbs
4.  	Numbers		9-10	I and II Samuel	21.	Ecclesiastes 
5.  	Deuteronomy		11-12	I & II Kings		22.	Songs of Solomon
				13-14	I & II Chronicles 	23.	Wisdom of Solomon
				15-16	Ezra and Nehamiah
				17.	Esther

Prophets
24. 	Isaiah
25.	Jeremiah
26. 	Lamentations 
27. 	Ezekiel
28.  	Daniel
29. 	 Hosea
30. 	Joel
31.	Amos 31.Obadiah
32. 	Jonah
33.  	Micah
34. 	Nahum 
35.	Habakkuk
36. 	Zephaniah
37.  	Haggai
38.  	Zechariah
39. 	Malachi
You will notice from the lists above we have 39 books, if the Apocrypha in the Roman Catholic list are not counted. In the Hebrew canon we have 24 books. What do you think is responsible for this? Simple, in the Hebrew canon, the twelve Minor Prophets are grouped together as one. Also the books of Samuel, Kings. Ezra-Nehemiah, and Chronicles are treated as a single unit. In the modern list how ever these books are two.
Summary
1.	For the Hebrew text we have two canons, the Alexandrian and the Palestinian canons.
2.	The difference between the two is that, the Alexandria canons included the apocrypha, whereas the Palestinian canon did not.
3.	The Septuagint (LXX) is the Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament.
4.	The Syriac translation of the Hebrews Old Testament is called Peshitta.
5.	Vulgate is the name given to the Latin translation of the Hebrew Old Testament, done by Jerome m 383 A.D.
6.	The Roman Catholic Bible was based on Jerome that accounts for the inclusion of the apocrypha.












Post Test	
1.	Distinguish the Palestinian canon from the Alexandrian canon.
2.	What is the importance of the Septuagint in contemporary Bible translation?
3.	Was the vulgate the first Latin translation of the Old Testament?

Assignment
Look for a Bible with the apocrypha books. Read the book of Sirach Ben Jesus (Ecclesiasticus). Compare the content with the book of Proverbs.
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LECTURE SEVEN
Literary Types of the Old Testament
Introduction
The Old Testament is made up of different types of literature. From prose to narratives, other forms of literary devices were evident in the text. The students would be exposed to the fact that the writers of the Old Testament made use of different literary devices to pass across their message.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture, you should be able to
1.	Identify the different literary types that made up the Old Testament.
2.	To appreciate the literary ingenuity of the ancient Old Testament writers.

Pre-Test
1.	Identify any short story in the Old Testament
2.	Can some of the Old Testament stories be called myth?
3. 	What do you think differentiates the vision of Daniel in (Daniel 8) from a normal vision?

CONTENT
Some people have overemphasized the divine element in the composition of the Old Testament such that they see it as a literature that God himself wrote. However, we should not forget the fact that the writers of the Old Testament were humans, who lived in a literary context. That is, they do not produce literary works that are totally new, unrelated to anything that has been done before. They write in a tradition, because the literary devices they employed are some of the things that were in vogue when they were writing.
In the Old Testament, we encounter many different types of literature among which are myths, legends, historical narratives, short stories, sermons, genealogies, chronicles, songs, oracles, blessings and curses, legal sayings and codes of law, proverbial sayings, prophetic sayings, apocalyptic visions etc. These types of literature are not peculiar to the Old Testament. In fact they are found in some documents that are older than the Old Testament. It is even possible that some writers of the Old Testament might have adapted types of literature in circulation in ancient near East, in their writings.
Types of literature found in the Old Testament will be examined below:
1. 	Myth:   Today when people hear the term "myth", what comes to their mind, is fiction and something false.   If we are to understand the myths in the bible we must set aside this notion. A myth is not fiction or stories that are unreal.  Myths are stones about actions of divine beings.  In the Bible, allusions are made to the myths of this type.   A good example is Gen. 6: 1-4, where references were made to the "sons of God" and the "Daughters of men". Many types of this myth are not found in the Bible because, as the religion of Israel became monotheistic in focus, many of them were dropped.  One of the functions of myth is to answer knotty or hard questions about life and existence.
2.	Legends:   The difference between myth and legend is found in the fact that legends relate more of human activities (often with   divine involvement). Some see legend as historical accounts that cannot be verified. Legends atimes involve one or many characters.    Legends served different functions; some explain why things are how they are. A good example of a Legend in the Old Testament is the story of Tower of the Babel in Gen. II. The objective of the legend is to explain the reasons for diversities in the human language (see also Gen. 10: 8-12).
3.	Reports: A report is a brief self-contained narration, usually in third-person style, about a single event or situation in the past. It narrates what happened, presenting the facts in a style without literary embellishment. Old Testament 'examples includes: reports about tribal settlements in Canaan (Judges 1:16-17), royal construction projects (I Kings 7:2-8, 12-25), and military campaign (I Kings 14:25-26; 2Kings 24:20-25). Occasionally, reports serve an aetiological purpose that is they explain how a certain place acquired its name (Gen. 35:8; Exodus 15:23: et. al). 4. Comedy: To a modern reader, the term "comedy" brings to mind the images of comic television shows. In literature, however, a comedy is a narrative whose plot has a happy ending, in some cases through a dramatic reversal. It often aims to amuse. Typically, the following features play prominent roles in comedies, disguises, mistaken identity, providential coincidences, surprising turns-of-events, escapes from disaster and the conquest of obstacles. Comedies often conclude with a marriage, a celebratory feast, reconciliation with opponents, or victory over enemies. Good examples of comedy are the book of Esther and the story of Joseph (Gen. 37-50).
5.	Farewell Speech: The farewell speech is an important genre because of the role it plays at key junctures of Old Testament narrative literature. The farewell speech is an address in the first-person voice reportedly given by someone shortly before his or her death. In it the speaker refers to his or her old age or imminent/death and exhorts the hearers to live along certain lines in the future. The speakers are usually leaders of such great historical prominence that the speeches tend to mark momentous turning points in Israel's national life. The speeches given by Moses in Deuteronomy represent an expanded form of the farewell speech. 
6.	Riddles/Fables: Riddles and fables are another genre of the Old Testament. A riddle among the ancient Israelite is a simple statement whose hidden meaning must be discovered. The classic example is the one Samson used to stump his philistine companions' "out of the eater, something to cat; out of the strong, something sweet" (Judges 14:14). By contrast, 'fables1 teach moral truths. They are brief stories in which plants and animals behave like people. An example of fable in the Old Testament is one in which Jotham told how the trees sought a King among various trees and vines but found only the thorn bush willing to serve (Judges 9:8-15). His fable warned the people of Schechem to be wary of Abimelech's leadership as king. Another example of fable can be found in II Kings 14:9.
7.	Parable: A parable is a brief story with common human characters that illustrates an important truth. Though the Old Testament writers used few parables in their work; however, there are at least two good examples. In the first one, the prophet Nathan told King David how a greedy rich man stole a poor man's only lamb to feed a visiting guest. The story, alluding to David's adultery and act of murder, caused him to face his sin (2 Sam 12:1-4). In the second one, the preacher told how the wisdom of a poor man had once saved a besieged town but that afterward no one remembered him (Eccl. 9:13-15). The lesson was that wisdom is better than strength even if people disregard it (v. 16). 
8.	Law: People commonly think of the Old Testament as a book of laws. This may be true to some extent, because law does dominate the final four books of the Pentateuch. There are two types of law in the Old Testament. These are the casuistic law and the apodictic law. 
(a)	Casuistic law - is recognized by the use of “If...then” grammatical structure and impersonal third-person style make it easily recognizable. The "if clause describes the case concerned, the "then" clause describes the legal penalty for a crime. For example:
Condition:	If two men quarrel and one hits the other with his fist and he does not die but is confined to bed.
Penalty:	The one who struck the blow will not be responsible if the other gets up and walks around outside with his staff; however, he must pay the injured man for the loss of his time and see that he is completely healed (Exodus 21:18-19).
(b)	Apodictic Law - Apodictic law embodies law promulgated in unconditional, categorical directives such as commands and prohibitions. Instead of case descriptions, they issue absolute orders about right and wrong. They also feature personal direct address ("you shall/shall not) and primarily treat moral and religious matters. The best known form of apodictic law is the prohibition or negative command (e.g. you shall not murder", Exodus 20:13).
Summary
The Old Testament writers were human, who live in a literary context. That is they do not produce literary works that are totally new, unrelated to anything that has been done before. They write in a tradition, because the literary devices they employed are in vogue when they were writing.
In the light of this some of the literary types found in the Old Testament include the following:
1.	Myth		2.	Legend		5.	Farewell speech
3.	Reports	4.	Comedy	6. 	Riddles/Fables
7.	Parable		8.	Law.















Post-Test
1.	Can the Old Testament be understood in isolation of the literary context of the ancient Near East?
2.	List some of the literary types found in the Old Testament.
3.	Is the story of the building of the Tower at Babel (Gen. 1:1-11) a myth or an historical reality?
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LECTURE EIGHT
The Pentateuch
Introduction
The Pentateuch is the first five books of the bible. It occupies a very important place in Judaism and even Christianity. In this lecture we will look into the composition of the Pentateuch. The different arguments and evidences raised in order to support the fact that Moses was the author will be examined. Likewise the argument against this position will also be examined.

Objectives
After reading this lecture, you should be able to
1.	Identify the books called Pentateuch
2.	Explain in details the arguments for and against Mosaic authorship of Pentateuch.
3.	Draw your own conclusion on who wrote the Pentateuch.

Pre-Test
1.	What is the meaning of the term 'Pentateuch?'
2.	Who is Moses? What role did he play in Israel's religion?
3.	Can Moses be regarded as the author of the Pentateuch?

CONTENT
The word ‘Pentateuch’ is from the Greek word ‘Pentatikos’ which means five volumes. When used in relation to the Old Testament, it means the first five books. These are: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. Origen one of the early church fathers, was the first to use the term 'Pentateuch' in reference to these books. Among the Jews it is called Torah, which some translated to mean 'Law'. Torah however, could mean principle, instruction or guideline. In essence therefore, the Israelites see the Pentateuch as a guiding principle for their socio-religious activities.  That is why we said the Pentateuch occupies a unique place in the life of the people.
In the Hebrew Bible, the first word of each book of the Pentateuch is the title. For example, Genesis is called “Bereshith” which means "in the beginning". Exodus is called “Shemoth” which means 'these are the names1. Leviticus is called “Wayiqra” which means 'and he called'. Numbers is called “Bemidbar” which means 'in the wilderness'. The book of Deuteronomy is called “Debarim” meaning ‘words’. The English names for the book of Pentateuch were derived from the Septuagint (LXX). The English titles therefore have Greek background.
Genesis		=	“Beginning”
Exodus		=	“Way out”
Leviticus		=	“Pertaining to the Levites”
Number		=	“Numbering” 
Deuteronomy		=	“Second law”

Authorship of the Pentateuch
The issue of who actually wrote the Pentateuch is a serious one in the field of Old Testament studies. The problem is compounded because Pentateuch is anonymous. That is nowhere do these five books explicitly or implicitly indicate the author. However, until the rise of modern Biblical criticism, the Jews and the Christians had always taken at face value the claim that the Pentateuch was written by the historic Moses of 15th century B.C. The position that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch has been seriously challenged. This led to the formation of the popular documentary hypothesis about the composition of the Pentateuch. We shall discuss in detail the documentary hypothesis in the next lecture. Before then, lets examine the arguments for and against Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch.

Arguments Against Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch
1.	Anachronisms in the Pentateuch did not support the fact that it was written by Moses.   By anachronisms, we mean making reference to a later   development,   or   events   in   a   time   when   those   events   and development have not happened.  For example, if I say “My great-great grandfather traveled in an aeroplane 200 years ago”.	This statement is anachrostic because aeroplane was invented about 100 year ago. In Gen. 36: 31, we read "These were the kings who reigned in Edom before any Israelite king reigned". This statement would be made by someone who was aware that kings were already reigning in Israel.   On the basis of anachrostic texts like this in Pentateuch, Mosaic authorship was rejected.
2.	There are features, which suggest that these five books are not the product of a single author or of a single age. The same events are sometimes described more than once, with significance difference. On the other hand, plain contradictions occur within single stories, in such a way as to point to the interweaving of varying traditions or written records. For example, Gen. 1:1-2:3 gives a different account of creation from that contained in Gen. 2:4-25) (see also Gen. 6:19, Exodus 7:2 ff).
3.	The are also discrepancies that negates Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. One of the most significant discrepancies concerns the use of different terms for God.  In Exodus 6:2f we read “And God appeared to Moses and said to him, I am Yahweh, and I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, to Jacob as Elshaddai, but by my name Yahweh I did not make myself known to them”. But Genesis 4: 1, 26 imply the use of the name Yahweh from very early times, and in Genesis 27:7 and 28:13 God says to Abraham and to Jacob ‘I am Yahweh’.
4.	There are differences in vocabulary and style in various parts of both the narratives and laws in the Pentateuch. These differences show that the Pentateuch must have been written by several authors. The variations of style and vocabulary also correspond with other differences. This therefore strengthens the case for diversity of authorship.

Arguments for Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch
1.	There are internal evidences that support the fact that the book must have been written by Moses. For example in several instances Moses was commanded to write what he heard and saw. For example Exodus 17:14 “And Jehovah s id unto Moses, write this for a memorial in a book”. “....and Moses wrote all the words of Jehovah....” (Exodus 24:4).
2.	References were made in other Old Testament books that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch (Jos 1:8, Ex. 20:25, 1 Kings 2:3).
3.	Some of the artifacts and inscriptions discovered today by archaeologists attested to the fact that the writing was in existence even before the time of Moses.
4.	The New Testament acknowledges Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch (Matt. 19:8, John 5:46, Acts 3:22).
5.	The Pentateuch has internal evidence of being written by an eyewitness of the exodus.
(a)	He knows details, like how many wells and trees were at Elim, and the exact appearance and taste of manna (Ex. 15:22)
(b)	The author uses old names and example from Egypt to explain things in Pentateuch (Gen. 13:10, 23:2, Numbers 13:22).
(c)	He uses a greater percentage of Egyptian words than elsewhere in the Old Testament.
From the argument against and for the authorship of the Pentateuch, it is evident that both positions are tenable.  However, I will like to conclude here by saying that Moses could have written something. However, what he wrote must have been elaborated and expanded by subsequent generations. This may be done in order to accommodate prevailing sensibilities. Our present Pentateuch therefore, cannot be taken as the original work of Moses.

Summary
1.	The term "Pentateuch" refers to the first books of the Bible, namely Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy.
2.	The authorship of the Pentateuch is a serious contention among Biblical scholars.
3.	There   are   arguments   for   and   against   Mosaic   authorship   of the Pentateuch.
4.	Moses must have written something, but it cannot be the Pentateuch in its   present   state. It   must   have   been   elaborated   by   subsequent generations.








Post-Test
1.	Who was the first person to use the term "Pentateuch"?
2.	Can Moses be regarded as the author of the Pentateuch?
3.	What are the books that made up the Pentateuch?
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LECTURE NINE
The Documentary Hypothesis of Pentateuch
Introduction
In the last lecture you will recall that we said that the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch is in dispute. H was in the process of finding who the author of the Pentateuch was that the documentary hypothesis was adumbrated. The hypothesis is one of the critical approaches in addressing the problem of Pentatcuchal authorship.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture, you should be able to explain clearly the documentary hypothesis.

Pre-Test
1.	What is an hypothesis?
2.	How can we identify if an anonymous book was written by authors?

CONTENT
As we have observed, the Jews and the Christians unanimously accepted the fact that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch. However with the advent of rationalism in Europe, this position was questioned. The critical approach was employed in finding answer to the problem of the authorship of the Pentateuch. The documentary hypothesis was propounded to address this problem of authorship. The beginning and development of the hypothesis will be discussed below.

The Documentary Hypothesis of the Pentateuch
The documentary hypothesis is the theory that the Pentateuch was a compilation of selections from several different written documents composed at different places and times over a period of five centuries long after Moses. The documentary hypothesis had its beginning with Jean Astruc a French physician, who became interested in the literary analysis of Genesis. In his studies of Genesis, Astruc discovered that God was referred to only as "Elohim" in Genesis 1 and mostly as "Jehovah" (or Yahweh) in Genesis 2. He did not however deny Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. He only tried to account for the occurrences of two different names in the two chapters. This led Astruc to the conclusion that Moses used two different written sources, which gave two different accounts of creation. Subsequently, scholars labeled these sources J and E. based on the divine names Jehovah and Elohim.
The next stage came with J. G. Eichorn. who in one of his works published in 1783, divided the entire book of Genesis, plus the first two chapters of Exodus. He separated the materials that belonged to the Jahist and Elohist (J and E). This method was also employed by subsequent scholars who identified materials belonging to J and E in other parts of the Pentateuch. For now you should have in mind that two written sources have so far been identified as being behind the composition of the Pentateuch. These are sources J and E. You also remember that the occurrence of the divine nomenclature Jehovah (J) and Elohim ( E) in different narratives of same event accounted for the two sources.
The third stage came with the contribution of Wilhem M. L. Devvette. This concerns the book of Deuteronomy. He set forth the view that none of the Pentateuch came from a period earlier than the time of David. Dewette also believed that Deuteronomy bore all earmarks of being the book of law, which was found by the high priest Hilkiah. This was during the reforms of Josiah in 622 BC. (II Kings 22). Both the king and the priest were united in the purpose to abolish all worship and sacrifice to Jehovah outside the capital city (Jerusalem). In view of this, Dewette came to the conclusion that the book purportedly found by the priest Hilkiah was a forgery. The book was concocted to serve the governmental campaign. This document was believed to lie behind the composition of Deuteronomy. It was called D because it was entirely separate in origin from J or E. Dewette came to this conclusion because he discovered that the life-situation or what we call plot, is not that of the time of Moses, but long after the settlement in Canaan. Now three hypothical written sources have been identified as being behind the composition of the Pentateuch. These are D, E, J.
In 1853 Hermann Hupfeld, in his work The Sources of Genesis subjected document E to a thorough re-examination. In the process, he found two distinct sources. First one E: consisting of those rather considerable portions of the Elohisl (E) which greatly resembled J in style, vocabulary, and subject matter. He called the other E1 the E1 document was what was later renamed by scholar as P, or the priestly code. This is because it contains cultic and ritual legislation. Thai is, it has to do with issues like the sacrifice, priestly ordination, priestly conduct etc. We now have the fourth source P that was behind the Pentateuch.
After the work of Hupfeld, Graf and others also made one contribution or the other to the documentary hypothesis. However, the scholar who set the stage for the definitive formulation of the documentary hypothesis was Julius Wellhausen. Although Wellhausen contributed no innovations to speak of, he only restated the documentary theory with great skill and persuasiveness supporting the JEDP sequence. He was able to suggest when, where, and how the different sources developed. He believed that source J was the first to be written. It was*probably \\nuen around the tenth century B.C. This is followed by source E probably after the division of kingdom of Israel in 922 B.C. Source D was written around the seventh century B.C. while P was post exilic in character that is, it was written after the exile.
According to the exponents of the documentary hypothesis, these sources were ingenuinely weaved together by an editor in the postexilic period. Evidence to support this fact can be seen in the tension noticeable in the text. The differences in style, vocabulary and perspectives are pointers to the fact that the materials that made up the Pentateuch emanated from different origins. Besides, the socio-political sensibilities of the areas where these sources emanated are indicated in the narratives.

A Brief Description of the Sources
J - the author of this source is called “Yahwist” because he preferred the name "Yahweh" as Israel's personal name. The reason why J is used to designate this source is because the Germans were the leading exponents of this hypothesis. The German spelling of "Yahweh is “Jahaweh”, that is how the letter J was used to describe the author and the narrative.
One of the characteristics of J is that the authors show particular interest in the Southern tribe of Judah. Heroes from Judah were stressed, and the leading position Judah among the tribes of Israel was giving a prime position.
E - the author of this source is probably from the Northern tribes of Israel (Remember that Israel broke into two during the reign of Rehoboam, the Northern Kingdom composition of 10 tribes were called Israel, while the Southern tribes 2 in number, were called Judah). The writers of this source represent the perspectives of the Northern tribes, who never fully united with the Southern tribes. This source is called "Elohistic1 because the name of God used is Elohim. The writer believed that the name predates the name Yahweh later revealed to Moses. However, after the fall of the Northern Kingdom in 722 B.C. A Redactor (check for Redaction criticism in Lecture Two) from the Southern tribe harmonized J and E.
D - This source basically relate to the composition of Deuteronomy. It can be traced to the book of law founded by Huldah the prophet (II Kings 22). The main goal of the document was to serve as the framework for the Reforms of Josiah. It set out with the goal and agenda of centralization of the cult and reformation of Israel's religion. It was in exile that an author using the document, found composed an interpretation of the “history of Israel in the land of Canaan”.
P - The priestly source can he traced to a priestly narrator who supplemented the JE narrative with ritual and cultic materials. These materials are found primarily in the cultic legislation in Exodus 25-31. 35-40, and in the laws of sacrifices, festivals and ritual purity found throughout Leviticus. The development of the priestly code was borne out of the concern to make Israelite religion unique. When the people were taken into exile, the priests assumed leadership. This led to emphasis on rituals and cultic legislation.

A Critique of the Documentary Hypothesis
It is important to note here that down through the centuries, the documentary hypothesis has been subjected to a serious criticism. There are those who vehemently disagreed with the premises and concl-Mons of the exponents of the hypothesis. In order to maintain a balance, it \\ill be better to be exposed to some objections raised against the documentary hypothesis. These are:
1.	The theory is hypothetical in character.  That is the theory docs not have valid historical evidences to support it.  If it is true that there are written sources behind the composition of the Pentateuch, then where are the documents? If the written sources cannot be produced it will amount to nothing but a speculative exercise.
2.	On the use of different names for God. Critics of the documentary hypothesis believed that in most cultures and religions of the world, there are several names for God. A writer might use the divine names interchangeably. This may account for the occurrences of Yahweh and Elohim in the different parts of the Pentateuch.
3.	The documentary hypothesis is subjective in its judgment. This must have accounted for the lack of uniformity as to what and what belongs to a source or the other.   If the documentary hypothesis is based on valid historical evidences, there should be some clement of unity.
4.	It is very difficult based on the use of divine nomenclature, to categorise materials in Pentateuch as emanating either from the South or Northern Israel.   The usage of Yahmeh and Elohim is popular in both kingdoms. After all they arc one before the division.
5.	It is also difficult to determine mainly on differences of style and vocabulary, how the Pentateuch was finally edited. The same person can decide to vary his style. Also the subject matter discussed determines ranges of vocabulary to be used.
Summary
The documentary hypothesis is the theory that the Pentateuch was a compilation of selections from several different written documents composed at different places and times over a period of five centuries, long after Moses. Several scholars contributed to the development of this theory. However, the one who is able to give the theory a definitive formulation is Julius Wellhausen who arranged the sources in the sequence of their development and age: J E D P. There are scholars who disagreed with this hypothesis; they have their reasons for doing so. Some of the reasons were examined in the body of the lecture.













Pre-Test
1.	Trace the rise and development of the documentary hypothesis of the Pentateuch.
2.	Do you agree with the positions of the documentary hypothesis?
3.	Do you agree with the position that the documentary hypothesis undermines inspiration of scripture?
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LECTURE TEN
The Historical Books: An Overview
Introduction
In the previous lecture, we examined the book of the Pentateuch. The Pentateuch basically deals with the beginning of humanity and the nation Israel. From the Genesis account, the history of Israel's origin was traced. In Exodus and Deuteronomy, the process involved in their evolution into nationhood. Another category of books that further picked up from where the Pentateuch stopped are called the Historical Books. .In the Hebrew canon, the historical books are called the ‘Former Prophets’, while the present prophetic books are called the ‘Latter Prophets’. In this lecture, we shall survey the purpose, meaning and the relevance of the historical books.

Objectives
	At the end of this lecture, you should be able to:
1.	Identify why the books are called Historical Books
2.	Explain the goals of the writers of these books
2.	Discuss the messages of the Historical Books.
4.	Identify   reasons   why   the   historical    books   are   referred   to    as “Deuteronomic History”.

Pre-Test
1.	Why do the ancient Israelites call the Historical Books 'The Former Prophets'?
2.	Can Nigeria benefit from the experience of the Israelites as relayed in the Historical Books?

CONTENT Prophetic History
The historical narrative from Joshua to II Kings was given the title The Former Prophets' in the Hebrew canon. This title was given in order to distinguish them from the prophetic books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the twelve Minor Prophets. But it is pertinent to ask here, “What makes these books prophetic”? The answer to this question should not be tar fetched. You should remember that in one of our lectures we examined Israel's view of history. Then we concluded that the history of Israel we have in the Old Testament is a salvation history. That is a history that relates how Yahweh the God of Israel, intervened on her behalf. Also how he subsequently continues to get involved in their lives.
In the light of this fact, the historical books are referred to as prophetic, because they are intended to teach and pass information to subsequent generation of the salvific acts of Yahweh. The Historical Books depicted in clear terms how the promises of God made in the Pentateuch was fulfilled in the life of Israel as a nation.
It should be noted that in the Hebrew canon, the books classified as the former prophets are the following: Joshua, Judges. I & II Samuel. I & II Kings. These books are regarded by scholars as one historical block. At other times they were referred to as Deuteronomic history, because they expressed views similar to Deuteronomy. You should recall when we talked about Deuteronomy while discussing the Documentary hypotheses, we said that the basic concern of Deuteronomy is to discourage the worship of other gods apart from Yahweh. Also to centralize the worship of Yahweh.
In this lecture however, we are going to treat along with the former prophets the following books, classified as writings in the Hebrew canon. These are: Ruth, I & II Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah. They are also historical in nature. That is why we are going to classify them all as Historical Books.

Key Themes of the Historical Books
We may not be able to embark on a fuller and comprehensive study of the Historical Books. However, we shall run through some of the basic motifs of the books. In other words, we shall examine some of the themes that run through the book. This will definitely give us a passable understanding of the purposes of these books. It will also furnish us with the concerns that led to their composition.
1. 	One of the main points of interest in the historical books is “kingship”. The book of Joshua actually furnishes us with information about the conquest and the settlement of the Israelites in the land of Canaan. However, in the subsequent narratives, especially in the book of Judges, and I Samuel, the challenges faced by the Israelite necessitated the enthronement of a king. In I Samuel five chapters were devoted to the setting up of a monarch. There seems to be a kind of reluctance on the part of the historian to accept monarchy in Israel. This is because Israel was regarded as a theocratic nation. The Lord only is her rightful King. But with the rise of David all such hesitations disappear. In spite of the fact that David was not morally perfect, he was promised a lasting succession (2 Samuel 7). The fulfillment of this promise can he traced in the lives of all the subsequent Kings in Judah.
2.	A second main interest of the historical books is “Prophets and the word of the Lord”. In the historical books, considerable amount of space was dedicated to the prophets and the prophetic words. It was in the historical books that we are introduced to prophets like Deborah, Elijah, Elisha, Jonah, Nathan, Micah, God and Ahijah. The activities of these prophets were given a prominent place in the narratives. In the view of the writers of the historical books "the word of God" controls history. A word once spoken - the curse on the house of Ahah. for instance - will definitely be fulfilled. The establishment of Israel and their conquest of the land of Canaan from the writers perspective can be regarded as confirmation of God's word. Yahweh had earlier in Genesis promised to make a nation out of Abraham and also assured him that his descendants will occupy the land of Canaan. In fact the fulfillment of this promise of Yahweh, can be regarded as the subject matter of the historical books.
3.	The “Temple” was also a theme that runs through the historical books. The need for a suitable Temple was expressed in the movement of the Ark of Covenant from Shiloh to Philistia, back to Kiriath-Jarim and eventually to Jerusalem. The need for the Temple from the perspective of the writers was informed by the need for proper and effective-monitoring of Yahism (the religion of Israel). This may be one of the reasons why the historical books are called Deuteronomie history. This is because in the book of Deuteronomy there is the legislation that supports the centralization of the Temple.
4.	Another important motif in the historical book is “worship”. In the book of Deuteronomy, the people of Israel are warned not to worship other gods (idols). This was taken up by the writers of the historical books. Beginning from the book of Joshua, the author of the book gave instances in which, Joshua warned the Israelites against worshipping idols (Joshua 24). Also in most of the narratives in Samuel and Kings this concern was also expressed. I n these narratives, there were fixed standards against which all Kings were assessed. This was primarily a matter of worship. Was Yahweh worshipped at Jerusalem in purity, or were foreign, idolatrous influences allowed in? Were high places (old pagan shrines) stamped out or allowed to continue? By nature of the evaluation all the Kings of Israel were guilty. This is because they perpetuated the sins of Jeroboam who set up a parallel worship centre to the one in Jerusalem. The Kings of Judah are also guilty of the same sin, except Hezekiah and Josiah. T he writers of the historical books must have written from the perspective of those hoping for reforms in Israel.

The Historical Books as Deutcronomic History
The deuteronomic (or Deuteronomistic) history is a term used in contemporary Old Testament scholarship, for the hook of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. These books are called Deuteronomic history because; the book of Deuteronomy is often recognized as the introduction to them. You will recall that when we-discussed the composition of the Pentateuch, the book of Deuteronomy was said to have been composed for the purpose of reformation. There was a group interested in reforming the religion of Israel, because it has been influenced by the religions of the Canaanites. The influence of the Canaanite religion is evident in the syncretic nature of Yahwism. An altar set aside for the worship of Yahweh is also used for the worship of Baal and Asherch which are the fertility gods of Canaan. This situation called for reforms. The reforms of Josiah in 62! B.C. emerged out of the concern for proper worship of Yahweh. In II Kings 22 a “book of law” was found in the Temple and this document was said to be behind the present Deuteronomy. Some scholars believed that the book of Deuteronomy was composed in other lo correct the religious sacrilege prevailing in Israel at the time of its composition. A group consisting of priests, scribes and prophets are said to be behind the composition of the Deuteronomy. This group is also known as the Deuteronomy school.
The influence of this group (the Deuteronomy school) can be seen in the subsequent literatures of ancient Israel. Their agenda outlined in the book of Deuteronomy arc reflected in some of the books. This can be seen in the historical hooks. In the historical books, the way the Israelites and their leaders kept and departed from the 'laws' given in the hook of Deuteronomy were outlined. This therefore accounts for the labeling of the historical books as ‘Deuteronomic history’.

A Brief Survey of the Content of the Historical Books 
1.	The Book of Joshua: Ancient Israelite tradition ascribes this book to Joshua who was said to be the leader of Israel after Moses. It was not written by Joshua, it is one of the Deuteronomic narratives. This fact is confirmed by the way the writer relayed his story. The basic concern of the hook is to inform the readers how Israel fulfilled God's promise that they would possess the land. Yahweh, the God of Israel was portrayed as the military champion of Israel. With Yahweh leading, no foe can stand in the path of the people. The book also covers the entrance of the Israelites into the promised land. This culminates in the covenant-renewal ceremony at Schechem, which established the tribes in a united allegiance to Yahweh (Joshua 24). Space is also given to a detailed description of the apportionment of Canaan among the twelve tribes (Joshua 13-21).
2.	Judges: The hook of Judges was written by an unknown writer. However, the goal of the writer was to describe the formative period of Israelite history. Not only this, but also the factors and forces that led to the monarchical form of government in Israel. It is very important for you to know that the “Judges” were not judicial officials, but charismatic military and clan leaders who appeared periodically to deliver the Israelite from enemies who threatened them. The hook of Judges makes the limitations of the conquest under Joshua. Scholars however believed that historical elements in the book of Judges is relatively small. Most of the stories are legends that related the evolution of Israel. 
3.	Ruth: The book of Ruth says nothing about its date of composition or about who wrote it. There were no agreements among scholar about the date of the book's composition. While some believed that it was written during the period of the Judges, others believed it was written in the postexilic period. The book must have been written in order to discourage Jewish exclusivism in favour of a missionary attitude to the surrounding nations. You know the Israelites looked down on the culture and religion of the surrounding nations. The writer of the book relayed the story of Ruth a Moabite, who later became the grandmother of David, the greatest of Israel Kings. Those scholars, who hold the view that the book was composed after the exile, believed that the book was a protest against the policy of Ezra and .Nehemiah. After the return from exile, both men-Ezra and Nehemiah discouraged the Israelites from marrying women of other nations.
4	I & II Samuel: These two books were originally one volume in the Hebrew Bible. They provide a history of Israel from the end of the Judged periods to the last years of David, the nation's second and sweetest king-roughly 100 years (about 1,075-975 B.C). Like some other books of the Old Testament, the writer of the work is unknown. You should know that I & II Samuel are part of the Deuteronomic History. We have discussed the ‘Deuteronomic History’. These are books from Joshua through Kings that applied the laws and worldview of Deuteronomy to the history of Israel.
5.	I & II Kings: The books of I & II Kings cover four centuries of Israel's history. It traces the reign of Israelite Kings from the last years of David to the golden era of Solomon, and the crises that followed, to the fall of Samaria in 722 B.C. and the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. Like some of the historical books, the author of this work is unknown. He was probably a prophet in Babylon during the exile, about 550 B.C. The concern of the writer was to account for the fall of Israel (both the Northern and the Southern Kingdom). The reason for the fall of Israel according to the writer was the failure of the Kings that reigned in Israel and Judah to keep to the terms of the Deuteronoirnc laws. Idolatry was promoted by the Kings. The result of this action on the part of the leaders was political and economic disaster that led to the destruction of the nations by the world-powers in ancient near East.
6.	I & II Chronicles: Just like I & II Samuel. 3 & II Kings, in the Hebrew canon the two books of 1 & II Chronicles are counted one. Some people however see Chronicles as a repetition of I & II Kings. Bui a closer look at the book revealed the fact that the writer had a different goal from that of the writer of the book of Kings. The writer of Chronicles, an unknown Israelite, probably lived and wrote after the Babylonian exile. The writer was specially interested in two themes - true worship and true kingship in Israel. The writer sees the Davidic dynasty as divinely chosen that was why he focused attention on Southern kings, neglecting the Northern kings. Moreover, he reminded his audience the reason for the destruction of Israel - idolatry and neglect of God's law which always has and always will result in judgment and disaster.
7.       Ezra-Nehemiah:   Ancient tradition regards the books of Ezra and Nehemiah as one. The title of the individual books reflects the two main characters of the book.   Though the book in actual sense focuses on the community of returnees from exile in Babylon.   Tradition referred to Ezra as the author of the book, though this is probable, but there is no concrete internal evidence to back up this claim.   Though chapters 8-10 has been cited as evidence that Ezra was the author of the book.   He spoke in the first person.   However, it is very difficult if not impossible to speak categorically on the issues of the authorship, composition and date of the book.
The main concern of the writer is to show how the returnees from Babylon rebuilt the ruins of the Temple, city and the pristine worship of Yahweh. It is a book that describes in clear terms the reconstruction activities. The opposition to the rebuilding and the way Yahweh intervened are the focus for the book's searchlight.
8.       Esther: The writer of this book is unknown.  It is very- likely that he was a Jew who lived in Persia before the empire fell to Greece.   One of the peculiarities of the book of Esther is that the name of God was not mentioned.   This should not be strange to you.    While we discussed "canon of the Old Testament" you will remember that Esther was initially rejected, but later included in Old Testament Canon.
The writer of the book told the story of how God delivered the Jews in the Diaspora from extermination. This deliverance of the Jews actually accounted for the origin of celebration of purim among the Jews. The feast of purim (Esther 9) was instituted to commemorate the Jewish deliverance from Haman.
Summary
1.	The historical books are known as the following: Joshua, Judges, I & II Samuel, I & II Kings. We however added Ruth, I & II Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther, because they are also historical in content.
2.	The historical books are referred to as "Former Prophets" in the Hebrew canon.
3.	Key themes treated in the historical books include Kingship, word of the Lord, the Temple, and Worship.
4.	The historical books are called Deuteronomic history because the book of Deuteronomy is often recognized as introduction to them.














Post Test
1.	List the books categorized ‘Former Prophets’ in the Hebrew canon.
2.	Why were the historical books labeled ‘Deuteronomic History’?
3.	Identify the key theme that runs through the Historical Books.
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LECTURE ELEVEN
The Poetical Books
Introduction
Poetry is an important aspect of Old Testament literature. Poetry, especially in the form of song or hymns has an important place in Hebrew literature. In the light of this, it will be beneficial to take the student through the forms and types of poetry found in the Old Testament.

Objectives
At the end of this lecture the student should be to:
1.	Mention the form and types of Old Testament poetry,
2.	Explain characteristics of Old Testament poetry
3.	Appreciate the uniqueness and essence of Old Testament poetical books.
Pre-Test
1.	What is poetry?
2.	Do you know some of the hymns we sang in the church are originally poems?
3.	What is the difference between contemporary poems and the Old Testament psalms?

CONTENT
Form of Old Testament Poetry
Poetry as a form of song or hymn occupies an important place in the Old Testament. Song and hymns also featured prominently in the worship of the people of Israel. This fact is attested to in the Old Testament. The Israelites were music loving people and there are many songs in the Old Testament.
In this songs, the people express their emotions. The Hebrew language, the language of the Old Testament, is rhythmic, this can be seen in passages that are not even poetry. Many prophetic oracles were given in poetic form. Not only his, it should also be noted that poetry can be found in most parts of the Old Testament. In fact, it comprises one third of the Hebrew Bible. Examples can be found in the Pentateuch (Gen. 2:23, 3:14-19, Ex. 15. Deut. 32-33). In the historical books we have the song of Deborah and Barak in Judges 5. The Song of Hannah in I Samuel 2, the Song of David in II Samuel etc. Though the following books are classified as poetical books. Psalms. Proverbs and Job. We shall however, in this lecture concentrate on the Psalms, and the Song of Songs. The rest will be treated as a different genre-wisdom literature in the next lecture.
It should be underscored here that Old Testament poetry is not like the modem or contemporary classical poetry. If one carries   contemporary understanding of poetry into the study of Old Testament poetry, much may not be derived.  This is because most of the elements found in contemporary poetry are absent in Old Testament poetry.    For example, rhyme is not found in Old Testament poetry and also rhythm is not common.   However, the distinguishing feature of Old Testament poetry is parallelism, which is the similarity of thought that exist between two or more lines. Parallelism is a repetition of sound, rhythmic patterns, word phrases, grammatical constructions, thoughts in two different ways or method. In essence therefore, parallelism is the echoing of the thought of one line of verse in a second line, which is its partner, e.g.: 
Has he said, and will he no do it? 
Or has he spoken, and will he not 
fulfill it? (Numbers 23:19).

Types of Parallelism
Three types of parallelism are identified in Old Testament poetry. These will be examined below:
1.	Synonymous parallelism: This is a repetition of a thought or idea of one line, in the following line with the use of different words.   It is the simplest and the most recognized type of parallelism e.g. Psalms 24:1-2.
2.	Antithetic parallelism: Here the idea or thought in the second line is in contrast with that of the first line.    It is also known as contrastive parallelism.  This is very common in the book of proverbs.  The particle "but" is a good indication of Antithetic parallelism (see Psalms 1:6, Proverbs, 10:17, 14:20,28),
3.	Synthetic parallelism:  This is known by various names as constructive, comprehensive, formal, rhythmical parallelism.   In the case of synthetic parallelism, there is no repetition of ideas or contrast of ideas as in synonymous and antithetic parallelism.  What happens is that the second line of synthetic parallelism tends to develop further or complete the thought of the first line (for examples see Psalms 1:3, 2:6, Proverbs, 15:17,26:4).

The Book of Psalms
The Psalms occupies a unique place in the life of the people of Israel. This is because in them we see clearly the ideals of religious piety and communion with God. The Book of Psalms (also called Psalter) is a collection of 150 poems; most of them are addressed to God. The Psalms was in fact used as hymn book by worshippers in the Temple especially after exile.
The book of Psalms was attributed to David. Though the fact that David authored some of the Psalms cannot be denied, however, different categories of people contributed to it too. That is why we said that the Book of Psalms is a collection of songs. These songs were collected over a long period of time. That is why it is difficult to date the time some of the Psalms were composed. However, certain historical events in the life of David are connected with the composition of the Psalms e.g. Psalm 51.
The book of Psalms can be grouped into 5 books by means of authorship and titles. This can be seen in the first 3 books.

Book I
The songs or Psalms in book I (i.e. 3-41) are Davidic by superscription, some claim that book I is the earliest collection of songs

Book II
Psalms 42-49 belong to the sons of Koreh (the Quralites or Leviticus collections) psalm 51-55 and 68-71 are ascribed to David.

Book III
Psalms 73-83 belong to Asaph and 84-88 with the exception of 86, belongs to the sons of Asaph. The grouping of books I, II, in by authorship changed drastically in book IV: V. In book IV and V more than half of the songs have no title. And 42 out of the 61 songs have no designation of authors. However, books IV and V are grouped as praise Psalms. There are four groups of Halleluyah (he. praises) songs 103-106, Ill-l'l7, 135 and 146-150. It should be noted that the end of book IV is marked by praise songs and there are many praise songs in book V.

Date of Composition of the Psalms
It is very difficult if not impossible task to determine when each of the Psalms was written. However, there are psalms connected with specific historic events in the life of David. These groups of psalms can be reasonably dated. For example, Psalm 51 is connected with the event recorded in II Samuel 11-12.

The Use of Psalms
In contemporary religious set-up, the Psalms have assumed a magical character. Some people now use Psalms as a form of incantation, efficacious as panacea for all types of problem. Among the ancient Jews, the Psalms were used in worship. They served as the hymnbook of the Israelites. For instance, at the Temple in Jerusalem, the Levite sang from the Psalms daily at their morning burnt offering. The early Christians also sang hymns from the Psalter in their public sacrifices (I Cor. 14:15, Eph. 3:19, Col. 3:16). Psalms were also used for private religious devotion (see James 5:13).

Types of Psalms
1.	The Hymn:   The hymn is defined, and consequently, most especially recognized by its tone of exuberant praise to the Lord. The hymn psalms are praises to the Lord, in which the psalmist calls other to join in praising the almighty. The hymns were sung on the holydays, at the time of sacrifices or worship.  Example of hymns are Psalm 19. 100, 103, etc.
2.	The Lament:   In the lament Psalms, the Psalmist expresses his anguish and sorrow in the face of threatening situations like sickness, suffering, attack from the enemies etc. A common characteristic of the lament Psalms is that it turns to praises at the end.  The turning of sorrow to joy at the end of many laments is an indication that the Psalmist knew that God answers prayer. This fact is also confirmed in the thanksgiving psalms (see Ps. 13, 57, 22, 102 etc).
3.	Thanksgiving Psalms:  After the prayer of lament was answered by God, the psalmist returned to offer thanks. The thanksgiving psalms is a witness to the Lord's goodness and power. Examples of thanksgiving psalms are (psalms 30. 18 etc).
4.	Psalms of Confidence: As the name implies, psalms of confidence arc recognized by the trust that the worshipper expresses in God as protector. Nine psalms can be classified as psalms of confidence. These are psalms 11, 16,23,27,62,91, 121, 125, 131). These psalms are noted for their use of striking metaphors of God as compassionate refuge.
5.       Wisdom Psalms:   Some Psalms share themes and concerns with part of the Old Testament classified “wisdom literature”. In the wisdom literature, the wise and the fools are often compared and what makes one wise is often listed.  Psalm I can be regarded as a wisdom Psalm because it also made this fundamental distinction between the wise and the foolish:
Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked or stand in the way of the sinners or sit in the seal of scoffers.... (v. 1) For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous, hut the way of the wicked will perish (v. 6)

6.	Kingship Psalms: There are Psalms that relate the divine origin of Israelite kingships Yahweh is regarded as King over the world. However, in Israel, the human King was God's son. h is servant. The kingship Psalms expresses and developed this idea (see psalms 3, 24, 95, 98).

Cursing Psalms (imprecatory)
There are categories of Psalms in which calamities, curses and judgment were invoked against the psalmist enemies. These set of Psalms ire called imprecatory psalms. Imprecation is not limited to the Psalms, other parts of the Old Testament attest to this practice (see Number 10-15. Judges 5:21. Jer. 11:20, 15:15, 17:18, 18:2-23 etc).
A good example of imprecatory psalm is psalm 35:1-5
Contend, O LORD, with those who contend with me fight against those who fight against me. Take up shield and buckler, arise and come to my aid.  Brandish spear and  Javelin
...May those who seek my life be disgraced and put to shame: May those who plot my ruin be turned back in dismay.   May they be like chaff before the wind with the angel of the Lord driving them away.

Some have condemned a Psalm like the one above. Their condemnation is based on the fact that a prayer Luke this is against the teaching of Christ. Before we rush to condemn these passages as utterly ‘un-Christian’ there are few points to bear in mind.
1.	God's Holiness: Since we overemphasize the lo\e of God, we seem to underestimate the extent and depth of evil.  But the Psalmists knew God as one 'whose eyes are too pure to look upon evil', who cannot condone wrongdoing. This motivated their call for vengeance against the enemies of God.
2.	The Psalmists recognized the fact that right cannot triumph without the actual overthrow of evil and punishment of wrong.This inspires their call for vengeance against their enemies, who are also the enemies of God. Those going through severe persecution today will realize the relevance of the imprecatory psalms.
3.	In their imprecatory prayers, the Psalmists, sees vengeance as belonging to God alone. The Psalmists did not take the laws into their hands.
The Song of Songs
This is another book of the Old Testament that is poetic in nature. It is called canticles in the LXX (Septuagint) and the Roman Catholic Version. The Song of Songs occupies an important place in the Old Testament, because it is difficult to find its equal as a piece of writing on human love.

Authorship and Date
The authorship and date of composition remains a serious contention in Old Testament scholarship. Different suggestions have been offered as to who the author of the book was. Some of these suggestions will be examined below.
A.	Solomon: The main evidence put forward to support Solomon's authorship of the Book is found in 1:1 of the book; "Solomon's Song of Songs".   But this statement can be differently interpreted.  The title may mean either that the song was written by Solomon or that it is about him. There are other references to Solomon m the book (1:5, 3, 7&9, 8:11-12). The date for Solomonic authorship could be during his reign that is between 961-922 BC.
B.	Hezekiah and his Scribes: Some Jewish tradition ascribed the book to Hezekiah and his Scribes (see Proverbs 25.D).  This would make the book to be written between 715-687 BC.
C.	There are those who opined that the book was written in the post-exilic period. That is when the Israelites returned from Babylonian captivity. Occurrence of words and style peculiar to it led some scholars to this conclusion.   There are about 49 terms found only in the book. M any words and style are formed in accordance with Aramaic. The occurrence of the foreign terms such as ‘garden’ and ‘orchard’ in chapter 4:12-13 made some scholars to date the book after the exile around 350 to 300 BC.
Summary
1.	Old Testament poetry is different from contemporary7 poetry.
2.	Rhyme is not found in Old Testament poetry and rhythm is not common.
3.	The distinguishing feature of Old Testament poetry is parallelism, which is the similarity of thought that exists between two or more lines.
4.    Three type of parallelisms are found in Old Testament poetry: Synonymous parallelism. Antithetic and Synthetic parallelism.
5.	The Psalm and the Song of Songs are examples of Old Testament poetry.












Post-Test
1.	What is the difference between contemporary and Old Testament poetry?
2.	Identify the three types of parallelism found in Old Testament poetry.
3.	Is it right to use the imprecatory psalms for prayers1'
4. 	Who is the likely author(s) of Song of Songs.'

Assignment
Read the Song of Songs and identify the purpose of the writer of the book?
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LECTURE TWELVE
The Wisdom Literature
Introduction
In the last lecture, reference was made to some books in the Old Testament labeled “wisdom literature”. In this category are the books of Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes. These books are distinct from the rest of the Old Testament books (except for isolated examples; particularly among the psalms) in their style and their view of the world. What marked out these books is that they are dominated by short observations and instructions about life and how to live (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes). And poetic dialogue (Job) and poems focusing on the nature and meaning of life (Ecclesiastes. Job).

Objectives At the end of this lecture you should be able to:
1.	Identify books classified ‘wisdom literature’ and reasons for these classification.
2.	Account for the worldview of the ancient Israelite
3.	Explain and understand the message of the wisdom literature.

Pre-Test
1.	What is the use of proverbs in your culture?
2.	Do you agree that the proverbs and pithy saying of people encapsulate their culture?
3.	What are the similarities between the sayings in the book of Proverbs and proverbs in your culture?

CONTENT
Wisdom Literature as a Genre
The emergence of wisdom literatures in ancient Israel can be accounted for in the light of the ancient Near East. Long before the emergence of the wisdom literature in Israel, it has been in existence in Older cultures in ancient Near Fast. For example in Egypt, wisdom literature outnumbers all other documents from the third and the beginning of the second millennium B.C. The content of these Egyptian wisdom literatures has something to do with guideline for young people in government. They also contained reflective essays on the meaning and significance of life. The Babylonians, Assyrian and other lesser cultures also have their own wisdom tradition.
Wisdom literature in the ancient near east can be traced to some wise ones or sages. These people can be equated with the ancient Greek philosophers. These sages, approached life with practical intention to provide counsel in proper standards of conduct. These sages believe that their life’s purpose was to offer principles and guidelines that will make life meaningful for their followers. They in essence can be regarded as the moralists who gave direction on how to live a meaningful and purposeful life.
Israel's wisdom literature, no doubt, cannot be understood in isolation of the genre of wisdom in the ancient near east. In fact at one time or the other the wisemen in Israel borrowed from the works of others in their environment. For example, Solomon was said to have exchanges riffles and proverbs with Queen of Sheba and with Hiram of Tyre (I King 10:1). Agur Lemuel, writers of some proverbs (see proverbs 30:1ff & 31:ff) were said to be Arabs. The events in the book of Job took place in another culture different from Israel. These are evidences that support the fact that wisdom literature in Israel is to some extent indebted to other cultures in ancient Near East. However, it must be underscored here that in spite of borrowing from other cultures, Israel adapted all she borrowed to suit her own religious sensibilities. Whatever it adopted from other cultures was used to support the fact that “the fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom”. All wisdom has its source in Yahweh.
The “wisdom tradition” in Israel can be traced to Solomon. He was said to be the wisest of Kings in Israel, according to the existing tradition. Not only this, he also took time to develop the wisdom tradition. Wisemen were gathered from different parts of his Kingdom. These men had inputs in the running of the Kingdom. These reasons, may account for ascribing some of the wisdom literature to Solomon (Proverbs and Ecclesiastes).
Three books are classified 'wisdom literature' in the Old Testament. These are the books of Job, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. In this lecture we are going to briefly survey these books, concentrating mainly on the authorship and date of composition.

The Book of Job
The book of Job offers a best example of unparalleled suffering by the innocent. Job a very wealthy man who lost all he laboured for in life within a short interval. Money, material possession, children and finally health were lost in a twinkle of the eyes, The question that the book of Job addresses - how a benevolent God can permit the suffering of a righteous man makes it unique.

Purpose
The book of Job was written in order to probe the justice of God in the world. The book of Job is an excellent biblical example of a theodicy that is a vindication or justification of the justice of God in permitting evil to happen. The book of Job provides a real example of extreme suffering and its reality. This perhaps made the book a source of comfort and reassurance to those who have-suffered through ages. Some scholars believed that the purpose of the book is to refute the doctrine expounded by his friends-that righteousness brings prosperity and wickedness brings misfortune in this life.

Date
It is not easy to assign a specific date to the book of Job. This is because of the wide ranges of dates suggested - from the patriarchal period of the post exilic age. Most Rabbis were in favour of the patriarchal date. The reasons being the author's use of:
1.	El and Elohim for God,
2.	Measurement of Job's wealth in terms of his cattle and flocks.
3.	Job's role as priest is primitive in nature.
4.	It seems there was no central shrine at that time.
5.	The unit of money mentioned in Job 42:11 is referred to only in Gen. 33:19 and Josh. 24:13,
6.	The longetivity of Job's age is matched only in the patriarchal period (Job 42:17cf. Gen. 33:28-29).
7.	The prose narrative of the prologue and epilogue show a number of literary features which are characteristics of Semitic writings.
Solomonic Age: Those who support that the book was written during Solomon's reign, hold on to this on the basis of Psalms 88:89 written by Herman and Ethan respectively. Both were contemporaries of Solomon (I Kings 4:3 1).

Monarchical Era: That is between Solomon and the Babylonian captivity. This was on the basis of the classical Hebrew style in Job which is similar to the age that produce the great prophetic and moralistic literature of the Old Testament. Post Exilic: Those who favour the post exilic period, argued that Job 17-19 is an allusion to the exile.

Authorship of Job
It is difficult if not entirely impossible to account for the author of the book of Job. This authorship problem is compounded by the fact that the book was written anonymously. However, different names have been suggested, this include, Job himself, Elihu, Moses, Solomon. Hezekiah. Isaiah, Ezra or an eye witness of Job's experience. Whoever the writer was, he is very sensitive to the suffering of humanity. Especially the suffering of the righteous perhaps he himself must have been a victim of extreme suffering.

Proverbs
Proverbs is a collection of wise sayings. The book of proverbs contains about 375 sayings of Israel's wise men. The purpose of these wise sayings is to give time-tested advice on how to live the good life. Saying are compared in order to distinguish the qualities of the wise and the fool. As indicated in the lecture under poetry; parallelism is much seen in The E            Proverbs. The repetition of same thoughts and ideas can be an aid to memorization.
The teaching of the book of proverbs centres on the ‘fear of the Lord’, which is the essence of all true wisdom. This as the starting point of Proverbs applies divine principles to the whole of life, to relationship, home, work, justice, attitudes, reactions etc. If the principle; outlined in the Proverbs are applied in all spheres of human society, peace and harmony will characterize the society.

Authorship
Since the book itself claimed to be collection of saying, it will surely have diverse authors. Even within the texts different contributions to the proverbs were indicated. The following are people who contributed one way or the other to the book of proverbs.
1.	Solomon:   Even in Israelite tradition Solomon was reputed to be a wise person. His reputation as a wise person was established in a variety of ways. His wisdom was put to test in practical matter, such as administration and diplomacy (1 Kings 5:12). He was also well-known in the East (I Kings 4:30f, 10:1-13 proverbs and. He also composed proverbs songs (I King 4:32) and answered hard sayings (I Kings 10:1).  Though the attribution of proverbs to Solomon in 1:1 is honorary: the fact that he contributed to The Proverbs cannot be entirely denied.
2.	The wise: As we earlier observed, the nations of the ancient East had their wise men, who gave direction in the socio-political realms. References were made to the fact that the wise men were on a par with priests and prophets as organs of revelation (see Jeremiah 18:18, Isa. 29:14, Jeremiah 8: 8, 9).- Evidences that the wise men contributed to the proverbs can be seen in proverbs 22:17-24:22 and 24:23-24.
3.	Hezekiah's Men: It is evident that during the reign of king Hezekiah, his men collected and published, some of the sayings of Solomon.  This fact is reflected in Proverbs 25-29.
4.	Agur the Son of Jakeh: It is difficult to say precisely who Agur was, but Proverbs chapter 30 was ascribed to him. In the first, verse of chapter 30 we read “the words of Agur son of Jakeh and Massa”. Massa was an Arab tribe descended from Abraham through Ishmael (Gen. 25:14), and the eastern tribes were famous for their wisdom (I Kings 4:30).
5.	King Lemuel: King Lemuel's mother was given as the source of Proverbs 31:1-9, but the king is unknown too. However he like Agur is from Massa too. Though the king may not be regarded as the author of the book, but it is very likely that it must have originated from Massa, a land reknown for its \\ise sayings.

Date
The formation of the separate collectives into one book must have been a long process that spanned hundreds of years. The compilation of the wise sayings, began at the time of Solomon. This extended to the time of Hezekiah (25:1). But by 180 B.C. the book had assumed its final fixed form (see Ecclesiasticus47:17).

Basic Teachings of the Book of Proverbs
Personal Responsibilities
The purpose of creating humans is to make them happy. However, true happiness is found in obedience to God's rule for our conduct. In the light of this, some of the duties to ourselves are listed below:
1.	To be diligent not slothful (Prov. 6:6-11)
2.	To avoid sexual impurity (Prov. 7:5-15)
3.	To gain wisdom and to receive instruction (Prov. 2:1-8)
4.	To avoid the dangers of strong drinks (Prov. 23:29-35)
5.	To avoid excessive luxury'(Prov. 21:17).

Responsibilities to Others
In order to have harmony and peace in the society, there are obligations on our part to others. Proverbs gives many practical applications of the law "you shall love your neighbour as yourself. Some of these practical applications are:
1.	Honesty in our business dealings (Prov. 11:15. 28:8).
2.	Tact and kindness in our speech (Prov. 15:14, 25:1)
3.	Mercy to those in need (Prov. 11:25, 19:17)
4.	Fairness and justice without respect of persons (Prov. 28:20-21).
5.	Training our children properly (Prov. 13:24, 22:6, 18).
6.	Helping friends who are in need (Prov. 17:17, 27:10).

Responsibilities to God
Above and beyond all our duties to ourselves and to others is our duty to God. The book of proverbs provides sound advice in connection with our duty to God:
1.	We are to trust in the Lord (Prov. 3:5)
2.	We are to give our offerings to Him (Prov. 3:9)
3.	We are to fear God (Prov. 10:27)
4.	We are to run to God in time of trouble (Prov. 18:10)
5.	We are to put God before anything else (Prov. 30:7-9)

Ecclesiastes
The book of Ecclesiastes is one of the wisdom literatures in the Old Testament. It is one of the most difficult hooks of the Old Testament. It lacks no clear-cut unity. Besides, it contains apparent inconsistencies, which makes it difficult to ascertain what the author's own view is. This perhaps led some scholars to the conclusion that the book must have been reworked many times over. That it is now difficult to trace the original view of the writer.
Inspite of these apparent difficulties, it gives a great insight into life generally. From the author's perspective, life without God is empty, meaningless and futile. Riches, fame and pleasure does not satisfy the yearning of humanity. All these become meaningful if God is involved.


Date and Authorship
The book of Ecclesiastes poses a serious problem especially in determining the author and date of its composition. The complex nature of the book makes it difficult to say precisely when and who wrote the book. The book was claimed to have been written by one Qohelet, a son of David. But who really is the Qohelet? The attempt to.answer this question has led to two suggestions. These suggestions will be looked into below:
1.	Solomon:   These were those who believed that the "Qohelet" was a pseudonym Solomon used to hide his identity. This suggestion is reinforced by the reference to himself as a king and a son of David, by the Qohelet (Ecc.   1:1-2). These explicit statement, connected with Solomon's well-established reputation as a wisdom teacher, confirmed Solomonic authorship and date.  If Solomon is regarded as the author of the work, then the book will be dated 101'1 century B.C.
2.	Post Exilic Author:   These   were   those   who   rejected   Solomonic authorship of Ecclesiastes. This group of scholars believed that the book must have been written long after the people of Israel returned from exile.     As  we  will   see  below  there  are  good  reasons   for dating
Ecclesiastes late:
(a)	The main argument used to support a late date for the book is language and style. The vocabulary and syntax of Ecclesiastes is very close to late Hebrew and Aramaic.
(b)	Another argument to support late composition of the book is the similarities between the Qohelet speech and Hellenistic thought. For instance, the ideas of a Greek philosophical group like the Epicureans are found all over the book.   The Epicureans taught that pleasure is the end of all reality and that a genuine pleasure is derived from a life of honour, prudence and justice. They also denied life after death.   These ideas are found in the book of Ecclesiastes.

Purpose of Ecclesiastes
Ecclesiastes is an exploration of the barrenness of life without a practical faith in God. The teaching of Ecclesiastes is not restricted to a particular tribe in the Old Testament. It has a universal application. This fact is buttressed with the preacher's discussion of certain ideas.
The preacher argues that there is a limit to the wisdom of man. He sees deficiency in Man's wisdom and righteousness. Because they provide no absolute success, wisdom thus, has a decisive advantage over folly (Ecc. 2:13-14), over wealth (Ecc. 7:11-12) and military might (Ece. 9:16. &18, 7:19). Wisdom thus makes it easier to succeed even in difficult situations (Ecc. 10:8-10) but the result of wisdom can be destroyed through a little sin (Ecc. 9:38), also wisdom is not always rewarded (Ecc.9:! 1). A wise person is subject to the same unpredictable misfortune as a wicked person (Ecc. 9:3, 2:12). Furthermore, any ultimate advantage of wisdom is obliterated by death. For a wisemen dies and is forgotten just like a fool (Ecc. 2: 14-16).
The preacher did not only set a limit to human wisdom but to all human resources. He is against every form of self-reliance. The fear of God which he recommends in 3:14, 5:7, 8:12 and especially 12:13. is not only the beginning of wisdom, it is the beginning of joy, contentment and of an energetic and purposeful life.
The preacher wishes to deliver people from a self-confident life and from trusting in wisdom, pleasure, wealth, human justice and integrity. The preacher aims at leading us to see that God is there. And that He is generous and good. And that only such an outlook makes life coherent and meaningful.

Summary
1.	The Old Testament books classified as wisdom literature are: Job, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes.
2.	Israel's wisdom literature cannot be understood in isolation of the genre of wisdom in ancient Near East.
3.	The book of Job, written by air unknown writer, offers a best example of the suffering by the innocent.
4.	Proverbs is a collection of wise sayings and contributions were made to the books by different people.
5.	Ecclesiastes was authored by one Qohelet, is an exploration of barrenness of life without practical faith in God.

Post-Test
1.	What is the affinity of Old Testament wisdom literature with the wisdom tradition in ancient Near East?
2.	According to the book of Proverbs, what are our duties to other people? 
3.	According to the writer of Job, why do the innocent and righteous suffer? What can make life meaningless according to the Qohelet?
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LECTURE THIRTEEN
The Prophetic Books
Introduction
You will remember that in one of the previous lectures, we discussed that some books are classified as the former and latter prophets. In lecture ten, we discussed the former prophet as historical books. In this lecture we are going to examine the latter prophets. The latter prophets are the extant prophetic books. These are the books beginning from Isaiah - Malachi. These books contain the messages or oracles of the prophets to Israel, and other nations. This therefore makes the book very important in Israel's socio-religious set-up. In this lecture, we shall briefly look at the prophets and also survey their messages as recorded in the books.

Objectives
By the end of this lecture the student should be able to:
1.	Identify the prophetic books
2. 	Account for the process of composition of the prophetic books
3.	Discuss the purpose, and message of the prophets
4.	Relate the messages of prophetic books to contemporary socio-political set-up.

Pre-Test
1.	Who is a prophet?
2.	Who can be regarded as the author of a work?   The writer himself or those who recorded the speech of another person?
3.	Are the messages of the prophets in the prophetic books relevant to contemporary society?

CONTENT
Who is Prophet?
A prophet is not just someone who can predict the future. Some people tend to equate a soothsayer, clairvoyant and charlatan to a prophet. From the Old Testament point of view, a prophet is the mouthpiece of Yahweh the God of Israel. The prophet is a called, sanctified and divinely inspired vehicle through whom Yahweh reveals his will to the people. The prophet is an intermediary between Yahweh and his people. And because of his vantage position, the prophet sees ahead of his contemporaries and warns them of the impending doom. This therefore makes the prophet first and foremost a preacher. He calls the people to repentance and godly living. Against a background of covenant Yahweh made with Israel, the prophets warned their audience to run away from sin.

The Making of the Prophetic Books
The Old Testament prophetic literature is not directly the product of prophets, but the scribes who have compiled books of “prophecy” under the name of individuals. The contribution of any particular individual to the book ascribed to him vanes considerably.
The first of the prophets who is known to have collected or recalled his own words to any large extent was Jeremiah who was at one time or the other banned from public appearance. In the light of this, he summoned Baruch, a professional writer, and dictated to him his messages. These were read in public assembly, and as a result the volume was destroyed by King Jehoiakim. A second volume, containing the same material, was prepared in a similar way and until Jerusalem fell, the prophet kept this, having additions made where necessary (Jeremiah 36).
Oral tradition played some part in the preservation and transmission of the materials of which the prophetic books were composed. But opinion differs about the stage at and the extent to which these materials were committed to writing. It has been suggested that those who composed the prophetic books worked in the post exilic period. Before the Israelite were taken to exile in Babylon, the prophets warned them ahead of the impending doom. However, the messages of the prophets were discarded. But when the things predicted by the prophets were fulfilled; the people looked back. They recalled the words of the prophets and set them into writing, this was the process through which the prophetic books were composed.
From a cursory look at the prophetic books, it is evident that the following themes run through them;
1.	The Lord as Ruler of all History: For the Prophet, God is actively involved in human history. The rise and fall of empires and kingdoms from the prophetic viewpoint, reveals the hand of Yahweh. In fact, some of the mighty empires of their day, e.g. the Babylonians, were seen as "tools' in the hands of God (Isaiah: 10:5-15). Besides, the prophets understood history as moving towards a purposeful end. This fact is expressed in the idea of “the day of the Lord”. It was the period the kingdom of God will be established. A period when good and justice will triumph over evil (see Isaiah: 13:9, Ezekiel: 30:2, Obadiah 1:15, Zechariah 2:11, 14:1,7).

2.	The Primary Need to be Right with God: The prophetic books taught that the most important thing is the need to be right with God. Since it is God who determines the outcome of every situation, the important thing is not to have the" best and strongest human allies,(see Isaiah 30:1-2, Hosea 5:13), but to side with God. This admonition on the need to be right with God was necessitated by the unfaithfulness of the Israelites.

3.	The Moral Foundation of Religion and Society: The prophets as a whole insist that to have a sound society, people must live right. The leaders must be upright. The rich must not oppress the poor. In essence, a right relationship between man and God, Man and Man produces a harmonious society. However, once people are alienated from God, they cannot maintain right relationships with each other (Amos 2:7-8). This perhaps informs the clarion call by the prophets in their book for right relationships between people.

4.	A Blend of Judgment and Hope: This is another theme that runs through the prophetic books. Time and again, as we hear the prophets analyse the situation in which they live, we see that God's judgment is inevitable. The situation looked bleak because God's judgment is impending. But in the midst of this, a bright shaft of hope pierces through (Isaiah 6:13, 28:5, 29:15, Amos 9:11 ff etc). This blending of darkness and light, judgment and hope is more than a fact of the prophetic message: it is a necessity, for the prophets spoke in the name of Yahweh, the God whose mercy endures forever.

5.	The Messianic Kingdom: With the failure of the monarchy in Israel; there arose a messianic anticipation. Before the people were taken to exile in Babylon, the office of the king and priest were highly respected. However, when they were taken to exile, the Israelites became disillusioned. The people looked forward to the time in the nearest future when God would raise a king, who will deliver Israel from all their enemies. This king who is called Messiah (anointed one) will establish Israel as the kingdom of God. This idea is widely taught in the prophetic books (see Jeremiah 31:32, Isaiah 7:14, Isaiah 53:55 etc).

Prophetic Genres and Speeches
Unlike many other biblical books, where a pattern of organization is evident, the prophetic books seem to have no ordering in most cases. However, the prophets used various types of prophetic discourses for the clarity of their messages. These will be examined below:
1.	Call Narrative: In the call narrative, the subject is the initial encounter of the prophet with the Lord.  This is a form that validates the prophet's credentials as someone designated by the Lord as a messenger (see for example, Isaiah 6). In the call narratives a basic pattern is observable: 
The Lord appears or speak prophet expresses unworthiness prophet is reassured.  The Lord commission’s the prophet.
2.	Symbolic Actions: This is another form of prophetic narrative. Symbolic actions are performed by the prophet, as a visual statement lo the people of the divine will. For example when the prophet Jeremiah bought land at Anathoth near Jerusalem, it was a symbol of his confidence in the Lord's promise lo restore Judah after the exile (Jer. 32:14) (see also Isaiah 20. Jeremiah 35, Ezekiel 4-5, and Hosea 1:3:1-5). In all cases, the prophet is directed by the Lord to carry out an action that seems strange, in order to draw attention to himself and thereby be heard.

3.	Covenant Lawsuit: This is another developed prophetic saying.   In the covenant lawsuit, .the Lord is portrayed as bringing Israel to court accusing the nation or its leaders of violation of the stipulations of the Sinai Covenant. The evidences and punishment are then announced, The prophet plays the role of prosecutor, Hosea 4 provides a good example of this form of prophetic speech.

4.	Oracle of Judgment: This is another pattern in the prophetic books. It .might be a denunciation in a situation of present faithlessness. Or it could be an announcement of a future punishment. Sometimes a present indictment is combined with the announcement of coming results. For example, the book of Amos begins with a series of oracles of the type (1:3-2:8).
5.	Wisdom Thinking: Proverbs, popular wisdom sayings, parables and allegories are often used by the prophets to drive their points home.

6.	Prophetic   Poetry: Like other aspects of Old Testament poetry, prophetic poetry is rich in imagery, which unfortunately loses some of its force for modern readers, (see Isaiah 5:1-9).



Summary
1.	A prophet is the mouthpiece of Yahweh, the God of Israel
2.	The Old Testament prophetic books were compiled by scribes, long after the death of the prophets.
3.	There are five basic themes that runs through the prophetic books.
4.	The prophets used various types of discourses for the clarity of their messages. These are:
(a)	Call narratives
(b)	Symbolic actions
(c) 	Covenant lawsuits
(d) 	Oracles of judgment
(e) 	Wisdom thinking 
(f)	Prophetic poetry.

















Post-Test
1.	Who is a prophet?
2.	How and when were the prophetic books written?
3.	List the basic themes that run through the prophetic books?
4.	Identify the prophetic genres and speeches found in the prophetic books?
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LECTURE FOURTEEN
Isaiah: A Case Study of the Prophetic Books
Introduction
The prophetic books in the Old Testament are classified into two categories. The major and the minor prophets. The major prophets comprises of the following: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel and Daniel. While the minor prophets include the following: Hosea, Joel, Arnos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi. These books are regarded as minor prophets, not because their message are of less importance, but their length. All the twelve minor prophets together roughly equal the length of one of the three major prophets. In this lecture however, only the book of Isaiah will be treated as a proto-type of the prophetic books. The book of Isaiah remains one of the best read of the prophetic books. In the future, all the books will be given a fuller treatment in another course on prophetic books

Objectives
At the end of this lecture, you should be able to:
1.	Recognise the socio-political context in which the Old Testament prophets operate.
2.	Understand and be able to relate the message of the prophets.
3.	Relate the significance of the prophetic books, especially Isaiah to the Christian understanding of salvation.

Pre-Test
1.	What is the relevance of the prophetic message to Nigeria's situation?
2.	Can the prophets be regarded as human right activists?
3.	Of what importance is the book of Isaiah for Christian understanding of salvation?

CONTENT
Authorship of the Book of Isaiah
For many centuries, the fact that Isaiah the son of Amos was the author of the book that bears his name was unanimously accepted. This position was however questioned towards the end of the eighteenth century A.D. Notable scholars like Doderlein (1789) and Eichorn (1783), pioneered this challenge in their works. These scholars and some of their followers, opined that Chapter 1-39 of the book of Isaiah was written by Isaiah son of Amos. While 40-66 was written by an unknown writer called second Isaiah (or Deutero-Isaiah). There were three major lines of argument advanced for attributing Isaiah 40-66 to another author. These lines of argument will be examined below.
1.	The historical situation: Chapter 1-39 of the book presumes a setting in Jerusalem in the eight century BC during the period when Assyria was dominant in the region.  In the second half of the book (40-66) the audience addressed is already in exile in Babylon (see 48:20). These exile were looking forward to a time they will return to Jerusalem. And Israel established as the kingdom of God and their enemies punished (40:9-11, 42:1-9, 43:1-7, 51:11, 52:3-12. 58:12. 60:10, 61:4). Moreover, at the time Isaiah son of Amos lived, Babylon was not a power to reckon with; that will take the people away into exile. Also reference to Cyrus, the Persian king (45:1,13) who lived more than two hundred years after Isaiah shows that this section (40-66) must have been written long after the death of Isaiah son of Amos.
2.	Theological   Differences: Isaiah 1-39 is said to emphasize God’s majesty, whereas Isaiah 40-66 emphasizes his universal dominion and infinitude.    In the first part of the book, the nation is led by a king descended from David (11:1).  In the second part of the book leadership belonged to priests, Levites and princes (66:6, 66:21) and there is no mention of the Davidic dynasty. The messianic king of the first half of the book (9:6-7, 11:1-11) is replaced in second Isaiah by the servant of the Lord, a figure not mentioned in the earlier portion.
3.	Language and Style: Isaiah 40-66 is often described as more “lyric flowing, impassioned, hymnic” than 1-39. The frontiers of the differences in language and style were pushed further. In the process 56-66 was found to be different in language and style from 40-55. This therefore lead to the conclusion that section must have been composed by a different author. This author is called the Trito-Isaiah, a post exilic writer. Isaiah 56-66 was regarded as reflecting the conditions of the restoration community' back in Israel:  the walls of Jerusalem were standing (62:6).
From these observations on the authorship of Isaiah, we can conclude that Isaiah can still be regarded as the author of the whole books. This is inspite of the fact that the whole book was not written by him. This conclusion can be established by understanding the concept of authorship in the ancient world. In the ancient world, the followers of a philosopher or sage, can recollect and preserve in written form the sayings and ideas of their master. This written record can still be regarded as the sage's work. For example, Socrates the Greek philosopher did not write anything while he was alive. However, today we have the complete work of Socrates. These are collections of Socrates sayings, gathered by his disciples. In the same vein, the work of Isaiah must have been collected and reinterpreted to reflect contemporary sensibilities, by subsequent disciples.

Historical Context of Isaiah
Prophets, especially biblical prophets are not extra terrestrial beings, but human beings who operated in a historical, social, cultural and political context. In the light of this, we shall examine the historical period in which Isaiah operated. Having a knowledge of the historical context of a prophet, helps in understanding his message.
Isaiah son of Amos was a resident of Jerusalem. He began his prophetic-ministry in the year that king Uzziah died {740 B.C. 6:1) and continued through the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah (1:1). He was married to a prophetess and was the father of at least two sons (7:3, 8:3).
He lived at the time the Assyrian empire was a powerful force in the geopolitical life of ancient Near East. When Tiglatt-Pileser III (745-727 BC) extended the frontiers of the Assyrian empire, he captured Syria, that led to formation of an alliance by Syria and Israel. Isaiah however, warned King Ahaz of Judah against participating in an anti-Assyrian coalition led by Aram and Israel (Isaiah 7). After the death of Tiglatt-Pileser, Shalmaneser and Sargon moved against the northern kingdom (Israel). The capital Samaria was destroyed and the people dispersed to different nations in 722.

Theological Message of Isaiah
Isaiah is regarded as the theologian of the Old Testament. His description of God and the divine attributes and acts in history, are both profound and beautiful. Several themes predominate the prophets utterances. This will be examined (as outlined in R.B. Dillard & T. Longman III An Introduction to the Old Testament pp. 276-280.).
1.	God as the Holy one of Israel
When Isaiah received his call to prophetic ministry in the year that king Uzziah died (Isaiah 6), he saw the Lord seated, high and exalted, on his throne, surrounded by Seraphs calling out “Holy, Holy, Holy is the LORD Almighty”. The prophet's experience in hi-, call set the tone for the remainder of his ministry. Throughout the book, Isaiah's favorite designation for God is "the Holy one of Israel" (1:4; 5:19; 24:10-17, 20; 12:6; 17:7; 29:19, 23; 30:11-12; 15:31:1; 40:25: 41:14. 16, 20; 43.3; 14:15; 45:1 1; 47:4; 48:17; 49:7; 54:5; 55:5: 60:9). Outside of Isaiah, this phrase occurs only six times in the remainder of the Old Testament. This term explicitly described the moral perfection of Yah\\eh the God of Israel. He expected the Israelites to deal with him based on his moral character, but this was ignored in their relationship with the God-Yahweh.
2.	Cod as Saviour and Redeemer
God’s holiness mean; that he would be faithful to his own promises. It was because God was holy that he would not utterly abandon Israel, but he would be her saviour and redeemer (41:14; 43.3. 14: 47; 4: 4S:17; 49-7; 54'5). Isaiah's own name (“Yahueh will save” or “Yahweh is salvation”) reflects this aspect of God's character. He would deliver the nation from the Syro-Ephraimite coalition (8:1-14), from Assyria (17:10; I 1:10-12:3), and from Babylon (45:17; 48:14. 20: 49:25-26). The Lord would vindicate himself before the eyes of the nations by saving his people (52:7-10). Their real father was not Abraham. Isaac, or Jacob, but the Lord himself, and he would have compassion on his children (63:16).
3.	The Remnant Theme
Isaiah's concern to present God both as the Holy one of Israel and as her saviour and redeemer leaves a profound tension. How can the divine holiness and the resulting just judgment against sin be reconciled with divine grace and promise? In the Old Testament this theological tension is addressed most often through the remnant theme. The remnant is that groups of people who survive some catastrophe brought about by God, ordinarily in judgment for sin. This group becomes the nucleus for the continuation of humankind or the people of God. This surviving remnant inherits the promises of God.


4.	The Servant of the Lord
Few items in the study of the Old Testament have generated as much interest as the so-called servant songs (Isaiah 41:1-4; 49:1-6; 50:4-9; 52:13-53; 12. 61:1-3). The servant of Isaiah 40-66 has been variously identified as a collective group or as an individual. Collective interpretations identity the servant as the nation Israel or as the faithful remnant or as some other ideal representation of the nation. Individual interpretations have identified the servant as a particular person (Zerubebahel, Jehoviachm. Moses. Uzziah, Ezekiel, the prophet himself, a leper, Cyrus) or an eschatological figure (the Messiah or Jesus as Messiah). In some respects this debate is endless. The passages themselves will not be pinned down to a collective or individual interpretation alone: instead they require both approaches.
5.	The Spirit of the Lord
In much of the Old Testament, and particularly in the prophetic books, the spirit of God is the spirit that inspires and enables the prophets (Number 11:25-29: I Sam. 10:6. 10, 18:10, 19:20-23). I Kings 22:22-23, 2 Kings 2:15, Ezekiel 13:3). This emphasis is also found in Isaiah: the spirit of God gives wisdom and understanding (11:2), the Lord's servant, anointed by God's spirit, re>pond by proclaiming good news (61:1). The spirit of the Lord also makes possible the announcing of the purposes of God (48:16).
6.	God's Rule over History
The major criterion used in the Old Testament for distinguishing the word of the true prophet from that of the false is the fulfillment of the prophet's utterances (Deuteronomy 18:21-22). The premise of this criterions that the Lord who reveals his plans to his prophets (Amos 3:7) rules over the course of history to bring his purpose to fruition. This celebration of God's rule over history has reached its height in Isaiah 40-66. Just as Israel had seen what God had announced and done in the former Assyrian crisis, now they could believe him \\hen he announced that he was about to do a new thing for the nation (Isaiah 42:9; 43:9, 19; 48:3,6). Because he had spoken with power and authority before past events, God can be believed when he speaks about the future. The idols have never done this, and their inability shows that they are not gods at all (43:8-11). Only the Lord God of Israel has revealed, saved, and proclaimed his actions (43:12), he announces his intent beforehand; he brings it to pass, and he sees to its proclamation. Isaiah exults in the sovereign rule of God over the course of history (41:21-24; 43:8-13:

Summary
1.	Old Testament prophetic hooks arc categorized into major and minor prophets.
2.	The major prophets contained five hooks, while the minor prophets have twelve.
3.	The book of Isaiah is of paramount importance among Old Testament prophetic books.
4.	The book of Isaiah was written by Isaiah and his disciples.
5.	The themes that runs through (he books of Isaiah arc:
a.	God as Holy one of Israel
b.	God as Saviour and Redeemer
c.	The Remnant
d.	The servant of the Lord 
c.	The Spirit of the Lord.















Post-Test
1.	List the books of the prophets in the Old Testament.
2.	Can Isaiah be regarded as the author of the whole book that bears his name?
3.	Account for the theological message of the book of Isaiah.
4.	What is the relevance of Isaiah's message for the Christian understanding of salvation?
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LECTURE FIFTEEN
Interpreting the Old Testament: Factors for Consideration
Introduction
Hermeneutics has been defined as the science and art of interpretation.   As a science, it enunciates principles, investigates the laws of thought and language, and classifies its facts and results. As an art, it teaches what application these principles should have, and establishes their soundness by showing their practical value in the elucidation of the more difficult scriptures. From this brief definition of hermeneutics, we can see that Old Testament hermeneutics is an imperative task. If we must understand and apply properly the Old Testament text, some factors must be put into consideration. These factors will be the focus for this lecture's searchlight.

Objectives
After reading through this lecture, you should among other things be able to: 
1.	Recognize why interpreting Old Testament remains a difficult task.
2.	Use effectively tools for interpreting the Old Testament.
3.	Understand and use the guidelines for interpreting the Old Testament.
4.	Read and understand and effectively apply the Old Testament books.

Pre-Test
1.	What are some of the differences between the culture of the ancient Israelites and the modern African culture?
2.	Are the messages of the Old writers relevant for the modem man?
3.	In the light of the time-gap between the modern reader and the ancient writers of the Old Testament, is it possible to really understand their message?


CONTENT
Factors (hat made Interpreting Old Testament Difficult Task
The last book of the Old Testament was probably written about 2,600 years ago. This time gap therefore made the Old Testament one of the literatures of antiquity. There must have been a Jot of changes and development between the time of the writers of the Old Testament and the modern reader. This will therefore make it difficult for the modern reader to grasp the essence of these writers' messages. In view of this, we shall consider some of the factors that made interpreting the Old Testament a difficult task for a modem reader.
1.	Distance of Time:  This is one of the factors that made the interpretation of the Old Testament a difficult task. As earlier observed, the last book of the Old Testament was probably written about 2600 years ago,   In view of this time gap, we may be at a loss to understand what a text means because it involves subjects beyond our time.   For example in Hosea chapter 10 references were made to the following: Calf-idol of Beth Aven (v.5) Assyria (v.6) Ephraim (v.6). What was a Calf-idol? Where was Beth Aven, or Assyria or Ephraim located? How do we determine the meaning behind historical features that are so far removed in time?
2.	Cultural Distance: At a cursory glance of the Old Testament, the differences between the modem and the Old Testament world culture, becomes glaring.   This is therefore one of the factors that made the interpretation of the Old Testament a difficult task.   For example, why would people anoint kings and priests, and also sick people with oil? Or what is the sandal custom for the redemption and transfer of property mentioned in Ruth 4:6-8?
3.	Geographical Distance: References arid conclusions were made to different locations in the Old Testament. Unless we have had opportunity to visit the places mentioned, we lack an element that would aid our understanding of certain events.  Even if we have opportunity of visiting those places, few of them retain their ancient look (and none the culture).
4.	Distance of Language: The Old Testament was written principally in Hebrew language. However, some portions were written in Aramaic. These languages are dead languages. That is they are no longer spoken. This therefore creates a problem for the interpreter.   We are relatively unfamiliar with the literary conventions of the ancient authors.  Though today we depend upon trained biblical scholars to translate the biblical languages and their literary devices into out native tongues, but their work is necessarily interpretive.



Interpreting the Old Testament: Factors for Consideration
In the light of the problems highlighted above, to effectively interpret the Old Testament, there are some guidelines to be followed. These guidelines will be examined below:
1.	Identifying the genre of the periscope (text for interpretation) This is the first guideline that will help in properly interpreting the Old Testament text. In one of our lectures, we discussed the different literary genre of the Old Testament. Then some of the literary types include the following: poetry, myths, legends, apocalypse, laws etc. These literary types are interpreted differently. The interpreter having identified the genre of the periscope, should follow the laid down guideline for interpreting such.
2.	The text must be interpreted in its historical and cultural context. The Old Testament text evolved from a historical and cultural setting. T o understand such text, the events that led to its writing should be determined. Fortunately, today archaeological findings, historical research, and sociological and cultural studies have provided a vast reservoir of information for this task.
3. 	The text must also be interpreted in its literary context. In literature, the context of any passage is the material that comes immediately before and after it. The context of a sentence is its paragraph, the context of a paragraph is the series of paragraphs that precede and follow it, and the context of a chapter is the surrounding chapters. Ultimately, the whole book in which a passage appears is its controlling context. In a further sense, the canon of all thirty-nine books of the Old Testament provides the largest context in which every passage must be understood.
4.	The text must be interpreted in the light of its grammatical context. To understand the meaning of any statement one must understand how words, phrases, sentences, and larger units interact (or are interrelated). Each word's impact on the thought expressed stems from its relationship with the rest of the words in the sentence. An interpreter must take time to find out the meaning of words in a given text. This will help in unlocking the interpretation of the text.
5. 	Care must be taken not to read your context into the text. In essence, the interpreter should not speak to the text, rather the text should speak to the person. We should distinguish between exegesis and exegesis. Exegesis is the determination of the meaning of the biblical texts in its historical and literary contexts. While exegesis is the imposition of die socio-cultural context of the interpreter on the text.

Summary
1.	Interpretation of the Old Testament is an attempt to arrive at the meaning of the text.
2.	Some factors made Old Testament interpretation a difficult task, these are:
(a)	Distance of time
(b) 	Cultural distance
(c)	Geographical distance
(d)	Distance of language
3.	Factors to consider t interpreting the Old Testament include:
(a)	Identification of the genre of the text.
(b)	Tex- must be interpreted in hi stone a I/cultural context.
(c)	Text must be interpreted in its literary context.

Post-Test
1.	Discuss the importance of Old Testament hermeneutics.
2.	Identify factors that made Old Testament interpretation a difficult task.
3.	What are the guidelines to be followed while interpreting the Old Testament?
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